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ONE
I met Childe in the Monument to the Eighty.
It was one of those days when I had the place largely to myself, able to walk from aisle to aisle without
seeing another visitor; only my footsteps disturbed the air of funereal silence and stillness.
I was visiting my parents' shrine. It was a modest affair: a smooth wedge of obsidian shaped like a
metronome, undecorated save for two cameo portraits set in elliptical borders. The sole moving part was a
black blade which was attached near the base of the shrine, ticking back and forth with magisterial
slowness. Mechanisms buried inside the shrine ensured that it was winding down, destined to count out
days and then years with each tick. Eventually it would require careful measurement to detect its
movement.
I was watching the blade when a voice disturbed me.
'Visiting the dead again, Richard?'
'Who's there?' I said, looking around, faintly recognising the speaker but not immediately able to place
him.
'Just another ghost.'
Various possibilities flashed through my mind as I listened to the man's deep and taunting voice - a
kidnapping, an assassination - before I stopped flattering myself that I was worthy of such attention.
Then the man emerged from between two shrines a little way down from the metronome.
'My God,' I said.
'Now do you recognise me?'
He smiled and stepped closer: as tall and imposing as I remembered. He had lost the devil's horns since
our last meeting - they had only ever been a bio-engineered affectation - but there was still something
satanic about his appearance, an effect not lessened by the small and slightly pointed goatee he had
cultivated in the meantime.
Dust swirled around him as he walked towards me, suggesting that he was not a projection.
'I thought you were dead, Roland.'
'No, Richard,' he said, stepping close enough to shake my hand. 'But that was most certainly the effect I
desired to achieve.'
'Why?' I said.
'Long story.'
'Start at the beginning, then.'
Roland Childe placed a hand on the smooth side of my parents' shrine. 'Not quite your style, I'd have
thought?'
'It was all I could do to argue against something even more ostentatious and morbid. But don't change
the subject. What happened to you?'
He removed his hand, leaving a faint damp imprint. 'I faked my own death. The Eighty was the perfect
cover. The fact that it all went so horrendously wrong was even better. I couldn't have planned it like that

if I'd tried.'
No arguing with that, I thought. It had gone horrendously wrong.
More than a century and a half ago, a clique of researchers led by Calvin Sylveste had resurrected the
old idea of copying the essence of a living human being into a computer-generated simulation. The
procedure - then in its infancy - had the slight drawback that it killed the subject. But there had still been
volunteers, and my parents had been amongst the first to sign up and support Calvin's work. They had
offered him political protection when the powerful Mixmaster lobby opposed the project, and they had
been amongst the first to be scanned.
Less than fourteen months later, their simulations had also been amongst the first to crash.
None could ever be restarted. Most of the remaining Eighty had succumbed, and now only a handful
remained unaffected.
'You must hate Calvin for what he did,' Childe said, still with that taunting quality in his voice.
'Would it surprise you if I said I didn't?'
'Then why did you set yourself so vocally against his family after the tragedy?'
'Because I felt justice still needed to be served.' I turned from the shrine and started walking away,
curious as to whether Childe would follow me.
'Fair enough,' he said. 'But that opposition cost you dearly, didn't it?'
I bridled, halting next to what appeared a highly realistic sculpture but was almost certainly an
embalmed corpse.
'Meaning what?'
'The Resurgam expedition, of course, which just happened to be bankrolled by House Sylveste. By
rights, you should have been on it. You were Richard Swift, for heaven's sake. You'd spent the better part
of your life thinking about possible modes of alien sentience. There should have been a place for you on
that ship, and you damned well knew it.'
'It wasn't that simple,' I said, resuming my walk. 'There were a limited number of slots available and
they needed practical types first - biologists, geologists, that kind of thing. By the time they'd filled the
most essential slots, there simply wasn't any room for abstract dreamers like myself.'
'And the fact that you'd pissed off House Sylveste had nothing whatsoever to do with it? Come off it,
Richard.'
We descended a series of steps down into the lower level of the Monument. The atrium's ceiling was a
cloudy mass of jagged sculptures: interlocked metal birds. A party of visitors was arriving, attended by
servitors and a swarm of bright, marble-sized float-cams. Childe breezed through the group, drawing
annoyed frowns but no actual recognition, although one or two of the people in the party were vague
acquaintances of mine.
'What is this about?' I asked, once we were outside.
'Concern for an old friend. I've had my tabs on you, and it was pretty obvious that not being selected for
that expedition was a crushing disappointment. You'd thrown your life into contemplation of the alien.
One marriage down the drain because of your self-absorption. What was her name again?'
I'd had her memory buried so deeply that it took a real effort of will to recall any exact details about my
marriage.
'Celestine. I think.'
'Since when you've had a few relationships, but nothing lasting more than a decade. A decade's a mere
fling in this town, Richard.'
'My private life's my own business,' I responded sullenly. 'Hey. Where's my volantor? I parked it here.'
'I sent it away. We'll take mine instead.'
Where my volantor had been was a larger, blood-red model. It was as baroquely ornamented as a

funeral barge. At a gesture from Childe it clammed open, revealing a plush gold interior with four seats,
one of which was occupied by a dark, slouched figure.
'What's going on, Roland?'
'I've found something. Something astonishing that I want you to be a part of; a challenge that makes
every game you and I ever played in our youth pale in comparison.'
'A challenge?'
'The ultimate one, I think.'
He had pricked my curiosity, but I hoped it was not too obvious. 'The city's vigilant. It'll be a matter of
public record that I came to the Monument, and we'll have been recorded together by those float-cams.'
'Exactly,' Childe said, nodding enthusiastically. 'So you risk nothing by getting in the volantor.'
'And should I at any point weary of your company?'
'You have my word that I'll let you leave.'
I decided to play along with him for the time being. Childe and I took the volantor's front pair of seats.
Once ensconced, I turned around to acquaint myself with the other passenger, and then flinched as I saw
him properly.
He wore a high-necked leather coat which concealed much of the lower half of his face. The upper part
was shadowed under the generous rim of a Homburg, tipped down to shade his brow. Yet what remained
visible was sufficient to shock me. There was only a blandly handsome silver mask; sculpted into an
expression of quiet serenity. The eyes were blank silver surfaces, what I could see of his mouth a thin,
slightly smiling slot.
'Doctor Trintignant,' I said.
He reached forward with a gloved hand, allowing me to shake it as one would the hand of a woman.
Beneath the black velvet of the glove I felt armatures of hard metal. Metal that could crush diamond.
'The pleasure is entirely mine,' he said.
Airborne, the volantor's baroque ornamentation melted away to mirror-smoothness. Childe pushed
ivory-handled control sticks forward, gaining altitude and speed. We seemed to be moving faster than the
city ordinances allowed, avoiding the usual traffic corridors. I thought of the way he had followed me,
researched my past and had my own volantor desert me. It would also have taken considerable
resourcefulness to locate the reclusive Trintignant and persuade him to emerge from hiding.
Clearly Childe's influence in the city exceeded my own, even though he had been absent for so long.
'The old place hasn't changed much,' Childe said, swooping us through a dense conglomeration of
golden buildings, as extravagantly tiered as the dream pagodas of a fever-racked Emperor.
'Then you've really been away? When you told me you'd faked your death, I wondered if you'd just
gone into hiding.'
He answered with a trace of hesitation, 'I've been away, but not as far as you'd think. A family matter
came up that was best dealt with confidentially, and I really couldn't be bothered explaining to everyone
why I needed some peace and quiet on my own.'
'And faking your death was the best way to go about it?'
'Like I said, I couldn't have planned the Eighty if I'd tried. I had to bribe a lot of minor players in the
project, of course, and I'll spare you the details of how we provided a corpse . . . but it all worked
swimmingly, didn't it?'
'I never had any doubts that you'd died along with the rest of them.'
'I didn't like deceiving my friends. But I couldn't go to all that trouble and then ruin my plan with a few
indiscretions.'
'You were friends, then?' solicited Trintignant.

'Yes, Doctor,' Childe said, glancing back at him. 'Way back when. Richard and I were rich kids relatively rich, anyway -with not enough to do. Neither of us were interested in the stock market or the
social whirl. We were only interested in games.'
'Oh. How charming. What kinds of game, might I ask?'
'We'd build simulations to test each other - extraordinarily elaborate worlds filled with subtle dangers
and temptations. Mazes and labyrinths; secret passages; trapdoors; dungeons and dragons. We'd spend
months inside them, driving each other crazy. Then we'd go away and make them even harder.'
'But in due course you grew apart,' the Doctor said. His synthesised voice had a curious piping quality.
'Yeah,' Childe said. 'But we never stopped being friends. It was just that Richard had spent so much
time devising increasingly alien scenarios that he'd become more interested in the implied psychologies
behind the tests. And I'd become interested only in the playing of the games; not their construction.
Unfortunately Richard was no longer there to provide challenges for me.'
'You were always much better than me at playing them,' I said. 'In the end it got too hard to come up
with something you'd find difficult. You knew the way my mind worked too well.'
'He's convinced that he's a failure,' Childe said, turning round to smile at the Doctor.
'As are we all,' Trintignant answered. 'And with some justification, it must be said. I have never been
allowed to pursue my admittedly controversial interests to their logical ends. You, Mister Swift, were
shunned by those who you felt should have recognised your worth in the field of speculative alien
psychology. And you, Mister Childe, have never discovered a challenge worthy of your undoubted
talents.'
'I didn't think you'd paid me any attention, Doctor.'
'Nor had I. I have surmised this much since our meeting.'
The volantor dropped below ground level, descending into a brightly lit commercial plaza lined with
shops and boutiques. With insouciant ease, Childe skimmed us between aerial walkways and then nosed
the car into a dark side-tunnel. He gunned the machine faster, our speed indicated only by the passing of
red lights set into the tunnel sides. Now and then another vehicle passed us, but once the tunnel had
branched and rebranched half a dozen times, no further traffic appeared. The tunnel lights were gone now
and when the volantor's headlights grazed the walls they revealed ugly cracks and huge, scarred absences
of cladding. These old sub-surface ducts dated back to the city's earliest days, before the domes were
thrown across the crater.
Even if I had recognised the part of the city where we had entered the tunnel system, I would have been
hopelessly lost by now.
'Do you think Childe has brought us together to taunt us about our lack of respective failures, Doctor?' I
asked, beginning to feel uneasy again despite my earlier attempts at reassurance.
'I would consider that a distinct possibility, were Childe himself not conspicuously tainted by the same
lack of success.'

'Then there must be another reason.'
'Which I'll reveal in due course,' Childe said. 'Just bear with me, will you? You two aren't the only ones
I've gathered together.'
Presently we arrived somewhere.
It was a cave in the form of a near-perfect hemisphere, the great domed roof arching a clear three
hundred metres from the floor. We were obviously well below Yellowstone's surface now. It was even
possible that we had passed beyond the city's crater wall, so that above us lay only poisonous skies.
But the domed chamber was inhabited.
The roof was studded with an enormous number of lamps, flooding the interior with synthetic daylight.
An island stood in the middle of the chamber, moated by a ring of uninviting water. A single bone-white
bridge connected the mainland to the island, shaped like a great curved femur. The island was dominated

by a thicket of slender, dark poplars partly concealing a pale structure situated near its middle.
Childe brought the volantor to a rest near the edge of the water and invited us to disembark.
'Where are we?' I asked, once I had stepped down.
'Query the city and find out for yourself,' Trintignant said.
The result was not what I was expecting. For a moment there was a shocking absence inside my head,
the neural equivalent of a sudden, unexpected amputation.
The Doctor's chuckle was an arpeggio played on a pipe organ. 'We have been out of range of city
services from the moment we entered his conveyance.'
'You needn't worry,' Childe said. 'You are beyond city services, but only because I value the secrecy of
this place. If I imagined it'd have come as a shock to you, I'd have told you already.'
'I'd have at least appreciated a warning, Roland,' I said.
'Would it have changed your mind about coming here?'
'Conceivably.'
The echo of his laughter betrayed the chamber's peculiar acoustics. 'Then are you at all surprised that I
didn't tell you?'
I turned to Trintignant. 'What about you?'
'I confess my use of city services has been as limited as your own, but for rather different reasons.'
'The good Doctor needed to lie low,' Childe said. 'That meant he couldn't participate very actively in
city affairs. Not if he didn't want to be tracked down and assassinated.'
I stamped my feet, beginning to feel cold. 'Good. What now?'
'It's only a short ride to the house,' Childe said, glancing towards the island.
Now a noise came steadily nearer. It was an antiquated, rumbling sound, accompanied by a odd,
rhythmic sort of drumming, quite unlike any machine I had experienced. I looked towards the femoral
bridge, suspecting as I did that it was exactly what it looked like: a giant, bio-engineered bone, carved
with a flat roadbed. And something was approaching us over the span: a dark, complicated and unfamiliar
contraption, which at first glance resembled an iron tarantula.
I felt the back of my neck prickle.
The thing reached the end of the bridge and swerved towards us. Two mechanical black horses
provided the motive power. They were emaciated black machines with sinewy, piston-driven limbs,
venting steam and snorting from intakes. Malignant red laser-eyes swept over us. The horses were
harnessed to a four-wheeled carriage slightly larger than the volantor, above which was perched a
headless humanoid robot. Skeletal hands gripped iron control cables which plunged into the backs of the
horses' steel necks.
'Meant to inspire confidence, is it?' I asked.
'It's an old family heirloom,' Childe said, swinging open a black door in the side of the carriage. 'My
uncle Giles made automata. Unfortunately - for reasons we'll come to - he was a bit of a miserable
bastard. But don't let it put you off.'
He helped us aboard, then climbed inside himself, sealed the door and knocked on the roof. I heard the
mechanical horses snort; alloy hooves hammered the ground impatiently. Then we were moving, curving
around and ascending the gentle arc of the bridge of bone.
'Have you been here during the entire period of your absence, Mister Childe?' Trintignant asked.
He nodded. 'Ever since that family business came up, I've allowed myself the occasional visit back to
the city - just like I did today - but I've tried to keep such excursions to a minimum.'
'Didn't you have horns the last time we met?' I said.

He rubbed the smooth skin of his scalp where the horns had been. 'Had to have them removed. I
couldn't very well disguise myself otherwise.'
We crossed the bridge and navigated a path between the tall trees which sheltered the island's structure.
Childe's carriage pulled up to a smart stop in front of the building and I was afforded my first
unobstructed view of our destination. It was not one to induce great cheer. The house's architecture was
haphazard: whatever basic symmetry it might once have had was lost under a profusion of additions and
modifications. The roof was a jumbled collision of angles and spires, jutting turrets and sinister oubliettes.
Not all of the embellishments had been arranged at strict right angles to their neighbours, and the style
and apparent age of the house varied jarringly from place to place. Since our arrival in the cave the
overhead lights had dimmed, simulating the onset of dusk, but only a few windows were illuminated,
clustered together in the left-hand wing. The rest of the house had a forebidding aspect, the paleness of its
stone, the irregularity of its construction and the darkness of its many windows suggesting a pile of skulls.
Almost before we had disembarked from the carriage, a reception party emerged from the house. It was
a troupe of servitors - humanoid household robots, of the kind anyone would have felt comfortable with
in the city proper - but they had been reworked to resemble skeletal ghouls or headless knights. Their
mechanisms had been sabotaged so that they limped and creaked, and they had all had their voiceboxes
disabled.
'Had a lot of time on his hands, your uncle,' I said.
'You'd have loved Giles, Richard. He was a scream.'
‘I’ll take your word for it, I think.'
The servitors escorted us into the central part of the house, then took us through a maze of chill, dark
corridors.
Finally we reached a large room walled in plush red velvet. A holoclavier sat in one corner, with a book
of sheet music spread open above the projected keyboard. There was a malachite escritoire, a number of
well-stocked bookcases, a single chandelier, three smaller candelabra and two fireplaces of distinctly
gothic appearance, in one of which roared an actual fire. But the room's central feature was a mahogany
table, around which three additional guests were gathered.
'Sorry to keep everyone waiting,' Childe said, closing a pair of sturdy wooden doors behind us. 'Now.
Introductions.'
The others looked at us with no more than mild interest.
The only man amongst them wore an elaborately ornamented exoskeleton: a baroque support structure
of struts, hinged plates, cables and servo-mechanisms. His face was a skull papered with deathly white
skin, shading to black under his bladelike cheekbones. His eyes were concealed behind goggles, his hair a
spray of stiff black dreadlocks.
Periodically he inhaled from a glass pipe, connected to a miniature refinery of bubbling apparatus
placed before him on the table.
'Allow me to introduce Captain Forqueray,' Childe said. 'Captain - this is Richard Swift and . . . um,
Doctor Trintignant.'
'Pleased to meet you,' I said, leaning across the table to shake Forqueray's hand. His grip felt like the
cold clasp of a squid.
'The Captain is an Ultra; the master of the lighthugger Apollyon, currently in orbit around Yellowstone,'
Childe added.
Trintignant refrained from approaching him.
'Shy, Doctor?' Forqueray said, his voice simultaneously deep and flawed, like a cracked bell.
'No, merely cautious. It is a matter of common knowledge that I have enemies amongst the Ultras.'
Trintignant removed his Homburg and patted his crown delicately, as if smoothing down errant hairs.
Silver waves had been sculpted into his head-mask, so that he resembled a bewigged Regency fop dipped
in mercury.

'You've enemies everywhere,' said Forqueray between gurgling inhalations. 'But I bear you no personal
animosity for your atrocities, and I guarantee that my crew will extend you the same courtesy.'
'Very gracious of you,' Trintignant said, before shaking the Ultra's hand for the minimum time
compatible with politeness. 'But why should your crew concern me?'
'Never mind that.' It was one of the two women speaking now. 'Who is this guy, and why does
everyone hate him?'
'Allow me to introduce Hirz,' Childe said, indicating the woman who had spoken. She was small
enough to have been a child, except that her face was clearly that of an adult woman. She was dressed in
austere, tight-fitting black clothes which only emphasised her diminutive build. 'Hirz is - for want of a
better word - a mercenary.'
'Except I prefer to think of myself as an information retrieval specialist. I specialise in clandestine
infiltration for high-level corporate clients in the Glitter Band - physical espionage, some of the time.
Mostly, though, I'm what used to be called a hacker. I'm also pretty damned good at my job.' Hirz paused
to swig down some wine. 'But enough about me. Who's the silver dude, and what did Forqueray mean
about atrocities?'
'You're seriously telling me you're unaware of Trintignant's reputation?' I said.
'Hey, listen. I get myself frozen between assignments. That means I miss a lot of shit that goes down in
Chasm City. Get over it.'
I shrugged and - with one eye on the Doctor himself - told Hirz what I knew about Trintignant. I
sketched in his early career as an experimental cyberneticist, how his reputation for fearless innovation
had eventually brought him to Calvin Sylveste's attention.
Calvin had recruited Trintignant to his own research team, but the collaboration had not been a happy
one. Trintignant's desire to find the ultimate fusion of flesh and machine had become obsessive; even —
some said — perverse. After a scandal involving experimentation on unconsenting subjects, Trintignant
had been forced to pursue his work alone, his methods too extreme even for Calvin.
So Trintignant had gone to ground, and continued his gruesome experiments with his only remaining
subject.
Himself.
'So let's see,' said the final guest. 'Who have we got? An obsessive and thwarted cyberneticist with a
taste for extreme modification. An intrusion specialist with a talent for breaking into highly protected and dangerous - environments. A man with a starship at his disposal and the crew to operate it.'
Then she looked at Childe, and while her gaze was averted I admired the fine, faintly familiar profile of
her face. Her long hair was the sheer black of interstellar space, pinned back from her face by a jewelled
clasp which flickered with a constellation of embedded pastel lights. Who was she? I felt sure we had met
once or maybe twice before. Perhaps we had passed each other amongst the shrines in the Monument to
the Eighty, visiting the dead.
'And Childe,' she continued. 'A man once known for his love of intricate challenges, but long assumed
dead.' Then she turned her piercing eyes upon me. 'And, finally, you.'
'I know you, I think—' I said, her name on the tip of my tongue.
'Of course you do.' Her look, suddenly, was contemptuous. 'I'm Celestine. You used to be married to
me.'
All along, Childe had known she was here.
'Do you mind if I ask what this is about?' I said, doing my best to sound as reasonable as possible,
rather than someone on the verge of losing their temper in polite company.
Celestine withdrew her hand once I had shaken it. 'Roland invited me here, Richard. Just the same way
he did you, with the same veiled hints about having found something.'
'But you're . . .'

'Your ex-wife?' She nodded. 'Exactly how much do you remember, Richard? I heard the strangest
rumours, you know. That you'd had me deleted from your long-term memory.'
'I had you suppressed, not deleted. There's a subtle distinction.'
She nodded knowingly. 'So I gather.'
I looked at the other guests, who were observing us. Even Forqueray was waiting, the pipe of his
apparatus poised an inch from his mouth in expectation. They were waiting for me to say something;
anything.
'Why exactly are you here, Celestine?'
'You don't remember, do you?'
'Remember what?'
'What it was I used to do, Richard, when we were married.'
'I confess I don't, no.'
Childe coughed. 'Your wife, Richard, was as fascinated by the alien as you were. She was one of the
city's foremost specialists on the Pattern Jugglers, although she'd be entirely too modest to admit it
herself.' He paused, apparently seeking Celestine's permission to continue. 'She visited them, long before
you met, spending several years of her life at the study station on Spindrift. You swam with the Jugglers,
didn't you, Celestine?'
'Once or twice.’
'And allowed them to reshape your mind, transforming its neural pathways into something deeply albeit usually temporarily - alien.'
'It wasn't that big a deal,' Celestine said.
'Not if you'd been fortunate enough to have it happen to you, no. But for someone like Richard - who
craved knowledge of the alien with every fibre of his existence - it would have been anything but
mundane.' He turned to me. 'Isn't that true?'
'I admit I'd have done a great deal to experience communion with the Jugglers,' I said, knowing that it
was pointless to deny it. 'But it just wasn't possible. My family lacked the resources to send me to one of
the Juggler worlds, and the bodies that might ordinarily have funded that kind of trip - the Sylveste
Institute, for instance - had turned their attentions elsewhere.'
'In which case Celestine was deeply fortunate, wouldn't you say?'
'I don't think anyone would deny that,' I said. 'To speculate about the shape of alien consciousness is
one thing; but to drink it; to bathe in the full flood of it - to know it intimately, like a lover . . .' I trailed off
for a moment. 'Wait a minute. Shouldn't you be on Resurgam, Celestine? There isn't time for the expedition to have gone there and come back.'
She eyed me with raptorial intent before answering, 'I never went.'
Childe leant over and refreshed my glass. 'She was turned down at the last minute, Richard. Sylveste
had a grudge against anyone who'd visited the Jugglers; he suddenly decided they were all unstable and
couldn't be trusted.'
I looked at Celestine wonderingly. 'Then all this time . . . ?'
'I've been here, in Chasm City. Oh, don't look so crushed, Richard. By the time I learned I'd been turned
down, you'd already decided to flush me out of your past. It was better for both of us this way.'
'But the deception . . .'
Childe put one hand on my shoulder, calmingly. 'There wasn't any. She just didn't make contact again.
No lies; no deception; nothing to hold a grudge about.'
I looked at him, angrily. 'Then why the hell is she here?'
'Because I happen to have use for someone with the skills that the Jugglers gave to Celestine.'

'Which included?' I said.
'Extreme mathematical prowess.'
'And why would that have been useful?'
Childe turned to the Ultra, indicating that the man should remove his bubbling apparatus.
'I'm about to show you.'
The table housed an antique holo-projection system. Childe handed out viewers which resembled
lorgnette binoculars, and, like so many myopic opera buffs, we studied the apparitions which floated into
existence above the polished mahogany surface.
Stars: incalculable numbers of them - hard white and blood-red gems, strewn in lacy patterns against
deep velvet blue.
Childe narrated:
'The better part of two and a half centuries ago, my uncle Giles - whose somewhat pessimistic
handiwork you have already seen - made a momentous decision. He embarked on what we in the family
referred to as the Program, and then only in terms of extreme secrecy.'
Childe told us that the Program was an attempt at covert deep space exploration.
Giles had conceived the work, funding it directly from the family's finances. He had done this with
such ingenuity that the apparent wealth of House Childe had never faltered, even as the Program entered
its most expensive phase. Only a few select members of the Childe dynasty had even known of the Program's existence, and that number had dwindled as time passed.
The bulk of the money had been paid to the Ultras, who had already emerged as a powerful faction by
that time.
They had built the autonomous robot space probes according to this uncle's desires, and then launched
them towards a variety of target systems. The Ultras could have delivered his probes to any system within
range of their lighthugger ships, but the whole point of the exercise was to restrict the knowledge of any
possible discoveries to the family alone. So the envoys crossed space by themselves, at only a fraction of
the speed of light, and the targets they were sent to were all poorly explored systems on the ragged edge
of human space.
The probes decelerated by use of solar sails, picked the most interesting worlds to explore, and then fell
into orbit around them.
Robots were sent down, equipped to survive on the surface for many decades.
Childe waved his hand across the table. Lines radiated out from one of the redder suns in the display,
which I assumed was Yellowstone's star. The lines reached out towards other stars, forming a threedimensional scarlet dandelion several dozen light-years wide.
'These machines must have been reasonably intelligent,' Celestine said. 'Especially by the standards of
the time.'
Childe nodded keenly. 'Oh, they were. Cunning little blighters. Subtle and stealthy and diligent. They
had to be, to operate so far from human supervision.'
'And I presume they found something?' I said.
'Yes,' Childe said testily, like a conjurer whose carefully scripted patter was being ruined by a persistent
heckler. 'But not immediately. Giles didn't expect it to be immediate, of course - the envoys would take
decades to reach the closest systems they'd been assigned to, and there'd still be the communicational
timelag to take into consideration. So my uncle resigned himself to forty or fifty years of waiting, and that
was erring on the optimistic side.' He paused and sipped from his wine. 'Too bloody optimistic, as it
happened. Fifty years passed . . . then sixty . . . but nothing of any consequence was ever reported back to
Yellowstone, at least not in his lifetime. The envoys did, on occasion, find something interesting - but by
then other human explorers had usually stumbled on the same find. And as the decades wore on, and the
envoys failed to justify their invention, my uncle grew steadily more maudlin and bitter.'

'I'd never have guessed,' Celestine said.
'He died, eventually - bitter and resentful; feeling that the universe had played some sick cosmic trick
on him. He could have lived for another fifty or sixty years with the right treatments, but I think by then
he knew it would be a waste of time.'
'You faked your death a century and a half ago,' I said.
'Didn't you tell me it had something to do with the family business?'
He nodded in my direction. 'That was when my uncle told me about the Program. I didn't know
anything about it until then - hadn't heard even the tiniest hint of a rumour. No one in the family had. By
then, of course, the project was costing us almost nothing, so there wasn't even a financial drain to be
concealed.'
'And since then?'
'I vowed not to make my uncle's mistake. I resolved to sleep until the machines sent back a report, and
then sleep again if the report turned out to be a false alarm.'
'Sleep?' I said.

He clicked his fingers and one entire wall of the room whisked back to reveal a sterile, machine-filled
chamber.
I studied its contents.
There was a reefersleep casket of the kind Forqueray and his ilk used aboard their ships, attended by
numerous complicated hunks of gleaming green support machinery. By use of such a casket, one might
prolong the four hundred-odd years of a normal human lifespan by many centuries, though reefersleep
was not without its risks.
'I spent a century and a half in that contraption,' he said, 'waking every fifteen or twenty years whenever
a report trickled in from one of the envoys. Waking is the worst part. It feels like you're made of glass; as
if the next movement you make - the next breath you take - will cause you to shatter into a billion pieces.
It always passes, and you always forget it an hour later, but it's never easier the next time.' He shuddered
visibly. 'In fact, sometimes I think it gets harder each time.'
'Then your equipment needs servicing,' Forqueray said dismissively. I suspected it was bluff. Ultras
often wore a lock of braided hair for every crossing they had made across interstellar space and survived
all the myriad misfortunes which might befall a ship. But that braid also symbolised every occasion on
which they had been woken from the dead, at the end of the journey.
They felt the pain as fully as Childe did, even if they were not willing to admit it.
'How long did you spend awake each time?' I asked.
'No more than thirteen hours. That was usually sufficient to tell if the message was interesting or not.
I'd allow myself one or two hours to catch up on the news; what was going on in the wider universe. But I
had to be disciplined. If I'd stayed awake longer, the attraction of returning to city life would have become
overwhelming. That room began to feel like a prison.'
'Why?' I asked. 'Surely the subjective time must have passed very quickly?'
'You've obviously never spent any time in reefersleep, Richard. There's no consciousness when you're
frozen, granted - but the transitions to and from the cold state are like an eternity, crammed with strange
dreams.'
'But you hoped the rewards would be worth it?'
Childe nodded. 'And, indeed, they may well have been. I was last woken six months ago, and I've not
returned to the chamber since. Instead, I've spent that time gathering together the resources and the people
for a highly unusual expedition.'
Now he made the table change its projection, zooming in on one particular star.
'I won't bore you with catalogue numbers, suffice to say that this is a system which no one around this
table - with the possible exception of Forqueray - is likely to have heard of. There've never been any

human colonies there, and no crewed vessel has ever passed within three light-years of it. At least, not
until recently.'
The view zoomed in again, enlarging with dizzying speed.
A planet swelled up to the size of a skull, suspended above the table.
It was hued entirely in shades of grey and pale rust, cratered and gouged here and there by impacts and
what must have been very ancient weathering processes. Though there was a suggestion of a wisp of
atmosphere - a smoky blue halo encircling the planet - and though there were icecaps at either pole, the
world looked neither habitable nor inviting.
'Cheerful-looking place, isn't it?' Childe said. 'I call it Golgotha.'
'Nice name,' Celestine said.
'But not, unfortunately, a very nice planet.' Childe made the view enlarge again, so that we were
skimming the world's bleak, apparently lifeless surface. 'Pretty dismal, to be honest. It's about the same
size as Yellowstone, receiving about the same amount of sunlight from its star. Doesn't have a moon.
Surface gravity's close enough to one gee that you won't know the difference once you're suited up. A thin
carbon dioxide atmosphere, and no sign that anything's ever evolved there. Plenty of radiation hitting the
surface, but that's about your only hazard, and one we can easily deal with. Golgotha's tectonically dead,
and there haven't been any large impacts on her surface for a few million years.'
'Sounds boring,' Hirz said.
'And it very probably is, but that isn't the point. You see, there's something on Golgotha.'
'What kind of something?' Celestine asked.
'That kind,' Childe said.
It came over the horizon.
It was tall and dark, its details indistinct. That first view of it was like the first glimpse of a cathedral's
spire through morning fog. It tapered as it rose, constricting to a thin neck before flaring out again into a
bulb-shaped finial, which in turn tapered to a needle-sharp point.
Though it was impossible to say how large the thing was, or what it was made of, it was very obviously
a structure, as opposed to a peculiar biological or mineral formation. On Grand Téton, vast numbers of
tiny single-celled organisms conspired to produce the slime towers which were that world's most famous
natural feature, and while those towers reached impressive heights and were often strangely shaped, they
were unmistakably the products of unthinking biological processes rather than conscious design. The
structure on Golgotha was too symmetric for that, and entirely too solitary. If it had been a living thing, I
would have expected to see others like it, with evidence of a supporting ecology of different organisms.
Even if it were a fossil, millions of years dead, I could not believe that there would be just one on the
whole planet.
No. The thing had most definitely been put there.
'A structure?' I asked Childe.
'Yes. Or a machine. It isn't easy to decide.' He smiled. 'I call it Blood Spire. Almost looks innocent,
doesn't it? Until you look closer.'
We spun round the Spire, or whatever it was, viewing it from all directions. Now that we were closer, it
was clear that the thing's surface was densely detailed; patterned and textured with geometrically complex
forms, around which snaked intestinal tubes and branching, veinlike bulges. The effect was to undermine
my earlier certainty that the thing was non-biological.
Now it looked like some sinewy fusion of animal and machine: something that might have appealed in
its grotesquerie to Childe's demented uncle.
'How tall is it?' I asked.
'Two hundred and fifty metres,' Childe said.
I saw that now there were tiny glints on Golgotha's surface, almost like metallic flakes which had fallen

from the side of the structure.
'What are those?' I asked.
'Why don't I show you?' Childe said.
He enlarged the view still further, until the glints resolved into distinct shapes.
They were people.
Or - more accurately - the remains of what had once been people. It was impossible to say how many
there had been. All had been mutilated in some fashion: crushed or pruned or bisected; the tattered ruins
of their spacesuits were still visible in one or two places. Severed parts accompanied the bodies, often
several tens of metres from the rightful owner.
It was as if they had been flung away in a fit of temper.
'Who were they?' Forqueray asked.
'A crew who happened to slow down in this system to make shield repairs,' Childe said. 'Their captain
was called Argyle. They chanced upon the Spire and started exploring it, believing it to contain
something of immense technological value.'
'And what happened to them?'
'They went inside in small teams, sometimes alone. Inside the Spire they passed through a series of
challenges, each of which was harder than the last. If they made a mistake, the Spire punished them. The
punishments were initially mild, but they became steadily more brutal. The trick was to know when to
admit defeat.'
I leaned forward. 'How do you know all this?'
'Because Argyle survived. Not long, admittedly, but long enough for my machine to get some sense out
of him. It had been on Golgotha the whole time, you see - watching Argyle's arrival, hiding and recording
them as they confronted the Spire. And it watched him crawl out of the Spire, shortly before the last of his
colleagues was ejected.'
'I'm not sure I'm prepared to trust either the testimony of a machine or a dying man,' I said.
'You don't have to,' Childe answered. 'You need only consider the evidence of your eyes. Do you see
those tracks in the dust? They all lead into the Spire, and there are almost none leading to the bodies.'
'Meaning what?' I said.
'Meaning that they got inside, the way Argyle claimed. Observe also the way the remains are
distributed. They're not all at the same distance from the Spire. They must have been ejected from
different heights, suggesting that some got closer to the summit than others. Again, it accords with
Argyle's story.'
With a sinking feeling of inevitability I saw where this was heading. 'And you want us to go there and
find out what it was they were so interested in. Is that it?'
He smiled. 'You know me entirely too well, Richard.'
'I thought I did. But you'd have to be quite mad to want to go anywhere near that thing.'
'Mad? Possibly. Or simply very, very curious. The question is—' He paused and leaned across the table
to refill my glass, all the while maintaining eye contact. 'Which are you?'
'Neither,' I said.

But Childe could be persuasive. A month later I was frozen aboard Forqueray's ship.

TWO
We reached orbit around Golgotha.

Thawed from reefersleep we convened for breakfast, riding a travel pod upship to the lighthugger's
meeting room.
Everyone was there, including Trintignant and Forqueray, the latter inhaling from the same impressive
array of flasks, retorts and spiralling tubes he had brought with him to Yellowstone. Trintignant had not
slept with the rest of us, but looked none the worse for wear. He had, Childe said, his own rather
specialised plumbing requirements, incompatible with standard reefersleep systems.
'Well, how was it?' Childe asked, throwing a comradely arm around my shoulders.
'Every bit as ... dreadful as I'd been led to expect.' My voice was slurred, sentences taking an age to
form in whatever part of my brain it was that handled language. 'Still a bit fuzzy.'
'Well, we'll soon fix that. Trintignant can synthesise a medichine infusion to pep up those neural
functions, can't you, Doctor?'
Trintignant looked at me with his handsome, immobile mask of a face. 'It would be no trouble at all,
my dear fellow . . .'
'Thanks.' I steadied myself; my mind crawled with half-remembered images of the botched cybernetic
experiments which had earned Trintignant his notoriety. The thought of him pumping tiny machines into
my skull made my skin crawl. 'But I'll pass on that for now. No offence intended.'
'And absolutely none taken.' Trintignant gestured towards a vacant chair. 'Come. Sit with us and join in
the discussion. The topic, rather interestingly, is the dreams some of us experienced on the way here.'
'Dreams . . . ?' I said. 'I thought it was just me. I wasn't the only one?'
'No,' Hirz said, 'you weren't the only one. I was on a moon in one of them. Earth's, I think. And I kept
on trying to get inside this alien structure. Fucking thing kept killing me, but I'd always keep going back
inside, like I was being brought back to life each time just for that.'
'I had the same dream,' I said, wonderingly. 'And there was another dream in which I was inside some
kind of—' I halted, waiting for the words to assemble in my head. 'Some kind of underground tomb. I
remember being chased down a corridor by an enormous stone ball which was going to roll over me.'
Hirz nodded. 'The dream with the hat, right?'
'My God, yes.' I grinned like a madman. 'I lost my hat, and I felt this ridiculous urge to rescue it!'
Celestine looked at me with something between icy detachment and outright hostility. 'I had that one
too.'
'Me too,' Hirz said, chuckling. 'But I said fuck the hat. Sorry, but with the kind of money Childe's
paying us, buying a new one ain't gonna be my biggest problem.'
An awkward moment followed, for only Hirz seemed at all comfortable about discussing the generous
fees Childe had arranged as payment for the expedition. The initial sums had been large enough, but upon
our return to Yellowstone we would all receive nine times as much; adjusted to match any inflation which
might occur during the time - between sixty and eighty years - which Childe said the journey would span.
Generous, yes.
But I think Childe knew that some of us would have joined him even without that admittedly sweet
bonus.
Celestine broke the silence, turning to Hirz. 'Did you have the one about the cubes, too?'
'Christ, yes,' the infiltration specialist said, as if suddenly remembering. 'The cubes. What about you,
Richard?'
'Indeed,' I answered, flinching at the memory of that one. I had been one of a party of people trapped
inside an endless series of cubic rooms, many of which contained lethal surprises. 'I was cut into pieces
by a trap, actually. Diced, if I remember accurately.'
'Yeah. Not exactly on my top ten list of ways to die, either.'
Childe coughed. 'I feel I should apologise for the dreams. They were narratives I fed into your minds Doctor Trintignant excepted - during the transition to and from reefersleep.'

'Narratives?' I said.
'I adapted them from a variety of sources, thinking they'd put us all in the right frame of mind for what
lies ahead.'
'Dying nastily, you mean?' Hirz asked.
'Problem-solving, actually.' Childe served pitch-black coffee as he spoke, as if all that was ahead of us
was a moderately bracing stroll. 'Of course, nothing that the dreams contained is likely to reflect anything
that we'll find inside the Spire . . . but don't you feel better for having had them?'
I gave the matter some thought before responding.
'Not exactly, no,' I said.
Thirteen hours later we were on the surface, inspecting the suits Forqueray had provided for the
expedition.
They were sleek white contraptions, armoured, powered and equipped with enough intelligence to fool
a roomful of cyberneticians. They enveloped themselves around you, forming a seamless white surface
which lent the wearer the appearance of a figurine moulded from soap. The suits quickly learned how you
moved, adjusting and anticipating all the time like perfect dance partners.
Forqueray told us that each suit was capable of keeping its occupant alive almost indefinitely; that the
suit would recycle bodily wastes in a near-perfect closed cycle, and could even freeze its occupant if
circumstances merited such action. They could fly and would protect their user against just about any
external environment, ranging from a vacuum to the crush of the deepest ocean.
'What about weapons?' Celestine asked, once we had been shown how to command the suits to do our
bidding.
'Weapons?' Forqueray asked blankly.
'I've heard about these suits, Captain. They're supposed to contain enough firepower to take apart a
small mountain.'
Childe coughed. 'There won't be any weapons, I'm afraid. I asked Forqueray to have them removed
from the suits. No cutting tools, either. And you won't be able to achieve as much with brute force as you
would with an unmodified suit. The servos won't allow it.'
'I'm not sure I understand. You're handicapping us before we go in?'
'No - far from it. I'm just abiding by the rules that the Spire sets. It doesn't allow weapons inside itself,
you see - or anything else that might be used against it, like fusion torches. It senses such things and acts
accordingly. It's very clever.'
I looked at him. 'Is this guesswork?'
'Of course not. Argyle already learned this much. No point making exactly the same mistakes again, is
there?'
'I still don't get it,' Celestine said when we had assembled outside the shuttle, standing like so many
white soap statuettes. 'Why fight the thing on its own terms at all? There are bound to be weapons on
Forqueray's ship we could use from orbit; we could open it like a carcase.'
'Yes,' Childe said, 'and in the process destroy everything we came this far to learn?'
'I'm not talking about blowing it off the face of Golgotha. I'm just talking about clean, surgical
dissection.'
'It won't work. The Spire is a living thing, Celestine. Or at least a machine intelligence many orders of
magnitude cleverer than anything we've encountered to date. It won't tolerate violence being used against
it. Argyle learned that much.
'Even if it can't defend itself against such attacks - and we don't know that - it will certainly destroy
what it contains. We'll still have lost everything.'

'But still ... no weapons?'
'Not quite,' Childe said, tapping the forehead region of his suit. 'We still have our minds, after all. That's
why I assembled this team. If brute force would have been sufficient, I'd have had no need to scour
Yellowstone for such fierce intellects.'
Hirz spoke from inside her own, smaller version of the armoured suit. 'You'd better not be taking the
piss.'
'Forqueray?' Childe said. 'We're nearly there now. Put us down on the surface two klicks from the base
of the Spire. We'll cross the remaining distance on foot.'
Forqueray obliged, bringing the triangular formation down. Our suits had been slaved to his, but now
we regained independent control.
Through the suit's numerous layers of armour and padding I felt the rough texture of the ground
beneath my feet. I held up a thickly gauntleted hand and felt the breeze of Golgotha's thin atmosphere
caress my palm. The tactile transmission was flawless, and when I moved, the suit flowed with me so
effortlessly that I had no sense of being encumbered by it. The view was equally impressive, with the suit
projecting an image directly into my visual field rather than forcing me to peer through a visor.
A strip along the top of my visual field showed a three-hundred-and-sixty-degree view all around me,
and I could zoom in on any part of it almost without thinking. Various overlays - sonar, radar, thermal,
gravimetric - could be dropped over the existing visual field with the same ease. If I looked down I could
even ask the suit to edit me out of the image, so that I could view the scene from a disembodied
perspective. As we walked along the suit threw traceries of light across the scenery: an etchwork of neon
which would now and then coalesce around an odd-shaped rock or peculiar pattern of ground markings.
After several minutes of this I had adjusted the suit's alertness threshold to what I felt was a useful level
of protectivity, neither too watchful nor too complacent.
Childe and Forqueray had taken the lead on the ground. They would have been difficult to distinguish,
but my suit had partially erased their suits, so that they seemed to walk unprotected save for a ghostly
second skin. When they looked at me they would perceive the same consensual illusion.
Trintignant followed a little way behind, moving with the automaton-like stiffness I had now grown
almost accustomed to.
Celestine followed, with me a little to her stern.
Hirz brought up the rear, small and lethal and - now that I knew her a little better - quite unlike any of
the few children I had ever met.
And ahead - rising, ever rising - was the thing we had come all this way to best.
It had been visible, of course, long before we set down. The Spire was a quarter of a kilometre high,
after all. But I think we had all chosen to ignore it; to map it out of our perceptions, until we were much
closer. It was only now that we were allowing those mental shields to collapse; forcing our imaginations
to confront the fact of the tower's existence.
Huge and silent, it daggered into the sky.
It was much as Childe had shown us, except that it seemed infinitely more massive; infinitely more
present. We were still a quarter of a kilometre from the thing's base, and yet the flared top - the bulbshaped finial - seemed to be leaning back over us, constantly on the point of falling and crushing us. The
effect was exacerbated by the occasional high-altitude cloud that passed overhead, writhing in Golgotha's
fast, thin jetstreams. The whole tower looked as if it were toppling. For a long moment, taking in the
immensity of what stood before us - its vast age; its vast, brooding capacity for harm - the idea of trying
to reach the summit felt uncomfortably close to insanity.
Then a small, rational voice reminded me that this was exactly the effect the Spire's builders would
have sought.
Knowing that, it was fractionally easier to take the next step closer to the base.

'Well,' Celestine said. 'It looks like we've found Argyle.' Childe nodded. 'Yes. Or what's left of the poor
bastard.' We had found several body parts by then, but his was the only one that was anywhere near being
complete. He had lost a leg inside the Spire, but had been able to crawl to the exit before the combination
of bleeding and asphyxiation killed him. It was here - dying - that he had been interviewed by Childe's
envoy, which had only then emerged from its hiding place.
Perhaps he had imagined himself in the presence of a benevolent steel angel.
He was not well-preserved. There was no bacterial life on Golgotha, and nothing that could be
charitably termed weather, but there were savage dust-storms, and these must have intermittently covered
and revealed the body, scouring it in the process. Parts of his suit were missing, and his helmet had
cracked open, exposing his skull. Papery sheets of skin adhered to the bone here and there, but not enough
to suggest a face.
Childe and Forqueray regarded the corpse uneasily, while Trintignant knelt down and examined it in
more detail. A float-cam belonging to the Ultra floated around, observing the scene with goggling arrays
of tightly packed lenses.
'Whatever took his leg off did it cleanly,' the Doctor reported, pulling back the tattered layers of the
man's suit fabric to expose the stump. 'Witness how the bone and muscle have been neatly severed along
the same plane, like a geometric slice through a platonic solid? I would speculate that a laser was
responsible for this, except that I see no sign of cauterisation. A high-pressure water-jet might have
achieved the same precision of cut, or even an extremely sharp blade.'
'Fascinating, Doc,' Hirz said, kneeling down next to him. I'll bet it hurt like fuck, too, wouldn't you?'
'Not necessarily. The degree of pain would depend acutely on the manner in which the nerve ends were
truncated. Shock does not appear to have been the primary agent in this man's demise.' Doctor Trintignant
fingered the remains of a red fabric band a little distance above the end of the leg. 'Nor was the blood loss
as rapid as might have been expected given the absence of cauterisation. This band was most likely a
tourniquet, probably applied from his suit's medical kit. The same kit almost certainly included
analgesics.'
'It wasn't enough to save him, though,' Childe said.
'No.' Trintignant stood up, the movement reminding me of an escalator. 'But you must concede that he
did rather well, considering the impediments.'
For most of its height Blood Spire was no thicker than a few dozen metres, and considerably narrower
just below the bulb-like upper part. But, like a slender chess piece, its lower parts swelled out
considerably to form a wide base. That podium-like mass was perhaps fifty metres in diameter: a fifth of
the structure's height. From a distance it appeared to rest solidly on the base: a mighty obelisk requiring
the deepest of foundations to anchor it to the ground.
But it didn't.
The Spire's base failed to touch the surface of Golgotha at all, but floated above it, spaced by five or six
clear metres of air. It was as if someone had constructed a building slightly above the ground, kicked
away the stilts, and it had simply stayed there.
We all walked confidently towards the rim and then stopped; none of us were immediately willing to
step under that overhang.
'Forqueray?' Childe said.
'Yes?'
'Let's see what that drone of yours has to say.'
Forqueray had his float-cam fly under the rim, orbiting the underside of the Spire in a lazily widening
spiral. Now and then it fingered the base with a spray of laser-light, and once or twice even made contact,
skittering against the flat surface. Forqueray remained impassive, glancing slightly down as he absorbed
the data being sent back to his suit.
'Well?' Celestine said. 'What the hell's keeping it up?'

Forqueray took a step under the rim. 'No fields; not even a minor perturbation of Golgotha's own
magnetosphere. No significant alterations in the local gravitational vector, either. And - before we assume
more sophistication than is strictly necessary - there are no concealed supports.'
Celestine was silent for a few moments before answering, 'All right. What if the Spire doesn't weigh
anything? There's air here; not much of it I'll grant you - but what if the Spire's mostly hollow? There
might be enough buoyancy to make the thing float, like a balloon.'
'There isn't,' Forqueray said, opening a fist to catch the cam, which flew into his grasp like a trained
kestrel. 'Whatever's above us is solid matter. I can't read its mass, but it's blocking an appreciable cosmicray flux, and none of our scanning methods can see through it.'
'Forqueray's right,' Childe said. 'But I understand your reluctance to accept this, Celestine. It's perfectly
normal to feel a sense of denial.'
'Denial?'
'That what we are confronting is truly alien. But I'm afraid you'll get over it, just the way I did.'
'I'll get over it when I feel like getting over it,' Celestine said, joining Forqueray under the dark ceiling.
She looked up and around, less in the manner of someone admiring a fresco than in the manner of a
mouse cowering beneath a boot.
But I knew exactly what she was thinking.
In four centuries of deep space travel there had been no more than glimpses of alien sentience. We had
long suspected they were out there somewhere. But that suspicion had grown less fervent as the years
passed; world after world had revealed only faint, time-eroded traces of cultures that might once have
been glorious but which were now utterly destroyed. The Pattern Jugglers were clearly the products of
intelligence, but not necessarily intelligent themselves. And - though they had been spread from star to
star in the distant past - they did not now depend on any form of technology that we recognised. The
Shrouders were little better, secretive minds cocooned inside shells of restructured spacetime.
They had never been glimpsed, and their nature and intentions remained worryingly unclear.
Yet Blood Spire was different.
For all its strangeness; for all that it mocked our petty assumptions about the way matter and gravity
should conduct themselves, it was recognisably a manufactured thing. And, I told myself, if it had
managed to hang above Golgotha's surface until now, it was extremely unlikely to choose this moment to
come crashing down.
I stepped across the threshold, followed by the others.
'Makes you wonder what kind of beings built it,' I said. 'Whether they had the same hopes and fears as
us, or whether they were so far beyond us as to seem like Gods.'
'I don't give a shit who built it,' Hirz said. 'I just want to know how to get into the fucking thing. Any
bright ideas, Childe?'
'There's a way,' he said.
We followed him until we stood in a small, nervous huddle under the centre of the ceiling. It had not
been visible before, but directly above us was a circle of utter blackness against the mere gloom of the
Spire's underside.
'That?' Hirz said.
'That's the only way in,' Childe said. 'And the only way you get out alive.'
I said, 'Roland - how exactly did Argyle and his team get inside?'
'They must have brought something to stand on. A ladder or something.'
I looked around. 'There's no sign of it now, is there?'
'No, and it doesn't matter. We don't need anything like that -not with these suits. Forqueray?'
The Ultra nodded and tossed the float-cam upwards.

It caught flight and vanished into the aperture. Nothing happened for several seconds, other than the
occasional stutter of red light from the hole. Then the cam emerged, descending again into Forqueray's
hand.
'There's a chamber up there,' Forqueray said. 'Flat-floored, surrounding the hole. It's twenty metres
across, with a ceiling just high enough to let us stand upright. It's empty. There's what looks like a sealed
door leading out of the chamber into the rest of the Spire.'
'Can we be sure there's nothing harmful in it?' I asked.
'No,' Childe said. 'But Argyle said the first room was safe. We'll just have to take his word on that one.'
'And there's room for all of us up there?'
Forqueray nodded. 'Easily.'
I suppose there should have been more ceremony to the act, but there was no sense of significance, or
even foreboding, as we rose into the ceiling. It was like the first casual step onto the tame footslopes of a
mountain, unweighted by any sense of the dangers that undoubtedly lay ahead.
Inside it was exactly as Forqueray had described.
The chamber was dark, but the float-cam provided some illumination and our suits' sensors were able
to map out the chamber's shape and overlay this information on our visual fields.
The floor had a metalled quality to it, dented here and there, and the edge where it met the hole was
rounded and worn.
I reached down to touch it, feeling a hard, dull alloy which nonetheless seemed as if it would yield
given sufficient pressure. Data scrolled onto my visual readout, informing me that the floor had a
temperature only one hundred and fifteen degrees above absolute zero. My palm chemosensor reported
that the floor was mainly iron, laced with carbon woven into allotropic forms it could not match against
any in its experience. There were microscopic traces of almost every other stable isotope in the periodic
table, with the odd exception of silver. All of this was inferred, for when the chemosensor attempted to
shave off a microscopic layer of the flooring for more detailed analysis, it gave a series of increasingly
heated error messages before falling silent.
I tried the chemosensor against part of my own suit.
It had stopped working.
'Fix that,' I instructed my suit, authorising it to divert whatever resources it required to the task.
'Problem, Richard?' asked Childe.
'My suit's damaged. Minor, but annoying. I don't think the Spire was too thrilled about my taking a
sample of it.'
'Shit. I probably should have warned you of that. Argyle's lot had the same problem. It doesn't like
being cut into, either. I suspect you got off with a polite warning.'
'Generous of it,' I said.
'Be careful, all right?' Childe then told everyone else to disable their chemosensors until told otherwise.
Hirz grumbled, but everyone else quietly accepted what had to be done.
In the meantime I continued my own survey of the room, counting myself lucky that my suit had not
provoked a stronger reaction. The chamber's circular wall was fashioned from what looked like the same
hard, dull alloy, devoid of detail except for the point where it framed what was obviously a door, raised a
metre above the floor. Three blocky steps led up to it.
The door itself was one metre wide and perhaps twice that in height.
'Hey,' Hirz said. 'Feel this.'
She was kneeling down, pressing a palm against the floor.
'Careful,' I said. 'I just did that and—'
'I've turned off my chemo-whatsit, don't worry.'

'Then what are you—'
'Why don't you reach down and see for yourself?'
Slowly, we all knelt down and touched the floor. When I had felt it before it had been as cold and dead
as the floor of a crypt, yet that was no longer the case. Now it was vibrating; as if somewhere not too far
from here a mighty engine was shaking itself to pieces: a turbine on the point of breaking loose from its
shackles. The vibration rose and fell in throbbing waves. Once every thirty seconds or so it reached a kind
of crescendo, like a great slow inhalation.
'It's alive,' Hirz said.
'It wasn't like that just now.'
'I know.' Hirz turned and looked at me. 'The fucking thing just woke up, that's why. It knows we're
here.'

THREE
I moved to the door and studied it properly for the first time.
Its proportions were reassuringly normal, requiring only that we stoop down slightly to step through.
But for now the door was sealed by a smooth sheet of metal, which would presumably slide across once
we had determined how to open it. The only guidance came from the door's thick metal frame, which was
inscribed with faint geometric markings.
I had not noticed them before.
The markings were on either side of the door, on the uprights of the frame. Beginning from the bottom
on the left-hand side, there was a dot - it was too neatly circular to be accidental - a flat-topped equilateral
triangle, a pentagon and then a heptagonal figure. On the right-hand side there were three more figures
with eleven, thirteen and twenty sides respectively.
'Well?' Hirz was looking over my shoulder. 'Any bright ideas?'
'Prime numbers,' I said. 'At least, that's the simplest explanation I can think of. The number of vertices
of the shapes on the left-hand frame are the first four primes: one, three, five and seven.'
'And on the other frame?'
Childe answered for me. 'The eleven-sided figure is the next one in the sequence. Thirteen's one prime
too high, and twenty isn't a prime at all.'
'So you're saying if we choose eleven, we win?' Hirz reached out her hand, ready to push her hand
against the lowest figure on the right, which she could reach without ascending the three steps. 'I hope the
rest of the tests are this simp—'
'Steady, old girl.' Childe had caught her wrist. 'Mustn't be too hasty. We shouldn't do anything until
we've arrived at a consensus. Agreed?'
Hirz pulled back her hand. 'Agreed . . .'
It took only a few minutes for everyone to agree that the eleven-sided figure was the obvious choice.
Celestine did not immediately accede; she looked long and hard at the right-hand frame before concurring
with the original choice.
'I just want to be careful, that's all,' she said. 'We can't assume anything. They might think from right to
left, so that the figures on the right form the sequence which those on the left are supposed to complete.
Or they might think diagonally, or something even less obvious.'
Childe nodded. 'And the obvious choice might not always be the right one. There might be a deeper
sequence - something more elegant - which we're just not seeing. That's why I wanted Celestine along. If
anyone'll pick out those subtleties, it's her.'
She turned to him. 'Just don't put too much faith in whatever gifts the Jugglers might have given me,
Childe.'

'I won't. Unless I have to.' Then he turned to the infiltration specialist, still standing by the frame. 'Hirz
- you may go ahead.'
She reached out and touched the frame, covering the eleven-sided figure with her palm.
After a heart-stopping pause there was a clunk, and I felt the floor vibrate even more strongly than it
had before. Ponderously, the door slid aside, revealing another dark chamber.
We all looked around, assessing each other.
Nothing had changed; none of us had suffered any sudden, violent injuries.
'Forqueray?' Childe said.
The Ultra knew what he meant. He tossed the float-cam through the open doorway and waited several
seconds until it flew back into his grasp.
'Another metallic chamber, considerably smaller than this one. The floor is level with the door, so we'll
have gained a metre or so in height. There's another raised door on the opposite side, again with markings.
Other than that, I don't see anything except bare metal.'
'What about the other side of this door?' Childe said. 'Are there markings on it as well?'
'Nothing that the drone could make out.'
'Then let me be the guinea pig. I'll step through and we'll see what happens. I'm assuming that even if
the door seals behind me, I'll still be able to open it. Argyle said the Spire didn't prevent anyone from
leaving provided they hadn't attempted to access a new room.'
'Try it and see,' Hirz said. 'We'll wait on this side. If the door shuts on you, we'll give you a minute and
then we'll open it ourselves.'
Childe walked up the three steps and across the threshold. He paused, looked around and then turned
back to face us, looking down on us now.
Nothing had happened.
'Looks like the door stays open for now. Who wants to join me?'
'Wait,' I said. 'Before we all cross over, shouldn't we take a look at the problem? We don't want to be
trapped in there if it's something we can't solve.'
Childe walked over to the far door. 'Good thinking. Forqueray, pipe my visual field through to the rest
of the team, will you?'
'Done,'
We saw what Childe was seeing, his gaze tracking along the doorframe. The markings looked much
like those we had just solved, except that the symbols were different. Four unfamiliar shapes were
inscribed on the left side of the door, spaced vertically. Each of the shapes was composed of four
rectangular elements of differing sizes, butted together in varying configurations. Childe then looked at
the other side of the door. There were four more shapes on the right, superficially similar to those we had
already seen.
'Definitely not a geometric progression,' Childe said.
'No. Looks more like a test of conservation of symmetry through different translations,' Celestine said,
her voice barely a murmur. 'The lowest three shapes on the left have just been rotated through an integer
number of right angles, giving their corresponding forms on the right. But the top two shapes aren't
rotationally symmetric. They're mirror images, plus a rotation.'
'So we press the top right shape, right?'
'Could be. But the left one's just as valid.'
Hirz said, 'Yeah. But only if we ignore what the last test taught us. Whoever the suckers were that made
this thing, they think from left to right.'
Childe raised his hand above the right-side shape. 'I'm prepared to press it.'

'Wait.' I climbed the steps and walked over the threshold, joining Childe. 'I don't think you should be in
here alone.'
He looked at me with something resembling gratitude. None of the others had stepped over yet, and I
wondered if I would have done so had Childe and I not been old friends.
'Go ahead and press it,' I said. 'Even if we get it wrong, the punishment's not likely to be too severe at
this stage.'
He nodded and palmed the right-side symbol.
Nothing happened.
'Maybe the left side . . . ?'
'Try it. It can't hurt. We've obviously done something wrong already.'
Childe moved over and palmed the other symbol on the top row.
Nothing.
I gritted my teeth. 'All right. Might as well try one of the ones we definitely know is wrong. Are you
ready for that?'
He glanced at me and nodded. 'I didn't go to the hassle of bringing in Forqueray just for the free ride,
you know. These suits are built to take a lot of crap.'
'Even alien crap?'
'About to find out, aren't we?'
He moved to palm one of the lower symmetry pairs.
I braced myself, unsure what to expect when we made a deliberate error, wondering if the Spire's
punishment code would even apply in such a case. After all, what was dearly the correct choice had
elicited no response, so what was the sense in being penalised for making the wrong one?
He palmed the shape; still nothing happened.
'Wait,' Celestine said, joining us. 'I've had an idea. Maybe it won't respond - positively or negatively until we're all in the same room.'
'Only one way to find out,' Hirz said, joining her.
Forqueray and Trintignant followed.
When the last of them had crossed the threshold, the rear door - the one we had all come through - slid
shut. There were no markings on it, but nothing that Forqueray did made it open again.
Which, I supposed, made a kind of sense. We had committed to accepting the next challenge now; the
time for dignified retreats had passed. The thought was not a pleasant one. This room was smaller than
the last one, and the environment was suddenly a lot more claustrophobic.
We were standing almost shoulder to shoulder.
'You know, I think the first chamber was just a warm-up,' Celestine said. 'This is where it starts getting
more serious.'
'Just press the fucking thing,' Hirz said.
Childe did as he was told. As before, there was an uncomfortable pause which probably lasted only half
a second, but which felt abyssally longer, as if our fates were being weighed by distant judicial
machinery. Then thumps and vibrations signalled the opening of the door.
Simultaneously, the door behind us had opened again. The route out of the Spire was now clear again.
'Forqueray . . .' Childe said.
The Ultra tossed the float-cam into the darkness.
'Well?'

'This is getting a tiny bit monotonous. Another chamber, another door, another set of markings.'
'No booby-traps?'
'Nothing the drone can resolve, which I'm afraid isn't saying much.'
‘I’ll go in this time,' Celestine said. 'No one follow me until I've checked out the problem, understood?'
'Fine by me,' Hirz said, peering back at the escape route.
Celestine stepped into the darkness.
I decided that I was no longer enjoying the illusion of seeing everyone as if we were not wearing suits we all looked far too vulnerable, suddenly - and ordered my own to stop editing my visual field to that
extent. The transition was smooth; suits formed around us like thickening auras. Only the helmet parts
remained semi-transparent, so that I could still identify who was who without cumbersome visual tags.
'It's another mathematical puzzle,' Celestine said. 'Still fairly simple. We're not really being stretched
yet.'
'Yeah, well, I'll settle for not being really stretched,' Hirz said.
Childe looked unimpressed. 'Are you certain of the answer?'
'Trust me,' Celestine said. 'It's perfectly safe to enter.'
This time the markings looked more complicated, and at first I feared that Celestine had been overconfident.
On the left-hand side of the door - extending the height of the frame - was a vertical strip marked by
many equally spaced horizontal grooves, in the manner of a ruler. But some of the cleanly cut grooves
were deeper than the others. On the other side of the door was a similar ruler, but with a different arrangement of deeper grooves, not lining up with any of those on the right.
I stared at the frame for several seconds, thinking the solution would click into my mind; willing
myself back into the problem-solving mode that had once seemed so natural. But the pattern of grooves
refused to snap into any neat mathematical order.
I looked at Childe, seeing no greater comprehension in his face.
'Don't you see it?' Celestine said.
'Not quite,' I said.
'There are ninety-one grooves, Richard.' She spoke with the tone of a teacher who had begun to lose
patience with a tardy pupil. 'Now counting from the bottom, the following grooves are deeper than the
rest: the third, the sixth, the tenth, the fifteenth . . . shall I continue?'
'I think you'd better,' Childe said.
'There are seven other deep grooves, concluding with the ninety-first. You must see it now, surely.
Think geometrically.'
'I am,' I said testily.
'Tell us, Celestine,' Childe said, between what was obviously gritted teeth.
She sighed. 'They're triangular numbers.'
'Fine,' Childe said. 'But I'm not sure I know what a triangular number is.'
Celestine glanced at the ceiling for a moment, as if seeking inspiration. 'Look. Think of a dot, will you?'
'I'm thinking,' Childe said.
'Now surround that dot by six neighbours, all the same distance from each other. Got that?'
'Yes.'
'Now keep on adding dots, extending out in all directions, as far as you can imagine - each dot having

six neighbours.'
'With you so far.'
'You should have something resembling a Chinese chequer board. Now concentrate on a single dot
again, near the middle. Draw a line from it to one of its six neighbours, and then another line to one of the
two dots either side of the neighbour you just chose. Then join the two neighbouring dots. What have you
a got?'
'An equilateral triangle.'
'Good. That's three taken care of. Now imagine that the triangle's sides are twice as long. How many
dots are connected together now?'
Childe answered after only a slight hesitation, 'Six. I think.'
'Yes.' Celestine turned to me. 'Are you following, Richard?'
'More or less . . .' I said, trying to hold the shapes in my head.
'Then we'll continue. If we triple the size of the triangle, we link together nine dots along the sides, with
an additional dot in the middle. That's ten. Continue - with a quadruple-sized triangle - and we hit fifteen.'
She paused, giving us time to catch up. 'There are eight more; up to ninety-one, which has thirteen dots
along each side.'
'The final groove,' I said, accepting for myself that whatever this problem was, Celestine had definitely
understood it.
'But there are only seven deep grooves in that interval,' she continued. 'That means all we have to do is
identify the groove on the right which corresponds to the missing triangular number.'
'All?' Hirz said.

'Look, it's simple. I know the answer, but you don't have to take my word for it. The triangles follow a
simple sequence. If there are N dots in the lower row of the last triangle, the next one will have N plus
one more. Add one to two and you've got three. Add one to two to three, and you've got six. One to two to
three to four, and you've got ten. Then fifteen, then twenty-one . . .' Celestine paused. 'Look, it's senseless
taking my word for it. Graph up a chequerboard display on your suits -Forqueray, can you oblige? - and
start arranging dots in triangular patterns.'
We did. It took quarter of an hour, but after that time we had all - Hirz included - convinced ourselves
by brute force that Celestine was right. The only missing pattern was for the fifty-five-dot case, which
happened to coincide with one of the deep grooves on the right side of the door.
It was obvious, then. That was the one to press.
'I don't like it,' Hirz said. 'I see it now . . . but I didn't see it until it was pointed out to me. What if
there's another pattern none of us are seeing?'
Celestine looked at her coldly. 'There isn't.'
'Look, there's no point arguing,' Childe said. 'Celestine saw it first, but we always knew she would.
Don't feel bad about it, Hirz. You're not here for your mathematical prowess. Nor's Trintignant, nor's
Forqueray.'
'Yeah, well remind me when I can do something useful,' Hirz said.
Then she pushed forward and pressed the groove on the right side of the door.
Progress was smooth and steady for the next five chambers. The problems to be solved grew harder,
but after consultation the solution was never so esoteric that we could not all agree on it. As the
complexity of the tasks increased, so did the area taken up by the frames, but other than that there was no
change in the basic nature of the challenges. We were never forced to proceed more quickly than we
chose, and the Spire always provided a clear route back to the exit every time a doorway had been
traversed. The door immediately behind us would seal only once we had all entered the room where the
current problem lay, which meant that we were able to assess any given problem before committing

ourselves to its solution. To convince ourselves that we were indeed able to leave, we had Hirz go back
the way we had come in. She was able to return to the first room unimpeded - the rear-facing doors
opened and closed in sequence to allow her to pass - and then make her way back to the rest of us by
using the entry codes we had already discovered.
But something she said upon her return disturbed us.
'I'm not sure if it's my imagination or not . . .'
'What?' Childe snapped.
'I think the doorways are getting narrower. And lower. There was definitely more headroom at the start
than there is now. I guess we didn't notice when we took so long to move from room to room.'
'That doesn't make much sense,' Celestine said.
'As I said, maybe I imagined it.'
But we all knew she had done no such thing. The last two times I had stepped across a door's threshold
my suit had bumped against the frame. I had thought nothing of it at the time - putting it down to
carelessness - but that had evidently been wishful thinking.
'I wondered about the doors already,' I said. 'Doesn't it seem a little convenient that the first one we met
was just the right size for us? It could have come from a human building.'
'Then why are they getting smaller?' Childe asked.
'I don't know. But I think Hirz is right. And it does worry me.'
'Me too. But it'll be a long time before it becomes a problem.' Childe turned to the Ultra. 'Forqueray do the honours, will you?'
I turned and looked at the chamber ahead of us. The door was open now, but none of us had yet stepped
across the threshold. As always, we waited for Forqueray to send his float-cam snooping ahead of us,
establishing that the room contained no glaring pitfalls.
Forqueray tossed the float-cam though the open door.
We saw the usual red stutters as it swept the room in visible light. 'No surprises,' Forqueray said, in the
usual slightly absent tone he adopted when reporting the cam's findings. 'Empty metallic chamber . . .
only slightly smaller than the one we're standing in now. A door at the far end with a frame that extends
half a metre out on either side. Complex inscriptions this time, Celestine.'

‘I’ll cope, don't you worry.'
Forqueray stepped a little closer to the door, one arm raised with his palm open. His expression
remained calm as he waited for the drone to return to its master. We all watched, and then -as the moment
elongated into seconds - began to suspect that something was wrong.
The room beyond was utterly dark; no stammering flashes now.
'The cam—' Forqueray said.
Guide's gaze snapped to the Ultra's face. 'Yes?'
'It isn't transmitting any more. I can't detect it.'
'That isn't possible.'
'I'm telling you.' The Ultra looked at us, his fear not well concealed. 'It's gone.'
Childe moved into the darkness, through the frame.
Just as I was admiring his bravery I felt the floor shudder. Out of the corner of my eye I saw a flicker of
rapid motion, like an eyelid closing.
The rear door - the one that led out of the chamber in which we were standing - had just slammed shut.
Celestine fell forward. She had been standing in the gap.

'No . . .' she said, hitting the ground with a detectable thump.
'Childe!' I shouted, unnecessarily. 'Stay where you are -something just happened.'
'What?'
'The door behind us closed on Celestine. She's been injured . . .'
I was fearing the worst - that the door might have snipped off an arm or a leg as it closed - but it was,
mercifully, not that serious. The door had damaged the thigh of her suit, grazing an inch of its armour
away as it closed, but Celestine herself had not been injured. The damaged part was still airtight, and the
suit's mobility and critical systems remained unimpaired.
Already, in fact, the self-healing mechanisms were coming into play, repairing the wound.
She sat up on the ground. 'I'm OK. The impact was hard, but I don't think I've done any permanent
damage.'
'You sure?' I said, offering her a hand.
'Perfectly sure,' she said, standing up without my assistance.
'You were lucky,' Trintignant said. 'You were only partly blocking the door. Had that not been the case,
I suspect your injuries would have been more interesting.'
'What happened?' Hirz asked.
'Childe must have triggered it,' Forqueray said. 'As soon as he stepped into the other room, it closed the
rear door.' The Ultra stepped closer to the aperture. 'What happened to my float-cam, Childe?'
'I don't know. It just isn't here. There isn't even a trace of debris, and there's no sign of anything that
could have destroyed it.'
The silence that followed was broken by Trintignant's piping tones. 'I believe this makes a queer kind
of sense.'
'You do, do you?' I said.
'Yes, my dear fellow. It is my suspicion that the Spire has been tolerating the drone until now - lulling
us, if you will, into a false sense of security. Yet now the Spire has decreed that we must discard that
particular mental crutch. It will no longer permit us to gain any knowledge of the contents of a room until
one of us steps into it. And at that moment it will prevent any of us leaving until we have solved that
problem.'
'You mean it's changing the rules as it goes along?' Hirz asked.
The Doctor turned his exquisite silver mask towards her. 'Which rules did you have in mind, Hirz?'
'Don't fuck with me, Doc. You know what I mean.'
Trintignant touched a finger to the chin of his helmet. 'I confess I do not. Unless it is your contention
that the Spire has at some point agreed to bind by a set of strictures, which I would ardently suggest is far
from the case.'
'No,' I said. 'Hirz is right, in one way. There have been rules. It's clear that it won't tolerate us inflicting
physical harm against it. And it won't allow us to enter a room until we've all stepped into the preceding
one. I think those are pretty fundamental rules.'
'Then what about the drone, and the door?' asked Childe.
'It's like Trintignant said. It tolerated us playing outside the rules until now, but we shouldn't have
assumed that was always going to be the case.'
Hirz nodded. 'Great. What else is it tolerating now?'
'I don't know.' I managed a thin smile. 'I suppose the only way to find out is to keep going.'
We passed through another eight rooms, taking between one and two hours to solve each.

There had been a couple of occasions when we had debated whether to continue, with Hirz usually the
least keen of us, but so far the problems had not been insurmountably difficult. And we were making a
kind of progress. Mostly the rooms were blank, but every now and then there was a narrow, trellised
window, panelled in stained sheets of what was obviously a substance very much more resilient than glass
or even diamond. Sometimes these windows opened only into gloomy interior spaces, but on one
occasion we were able to look outside, able to sense some of the height we had attained. Forqueray, who
had had been monitoring our journey with an inertial compass and gravitometer, confirmed that we had
ascended at least fifteen vertical metres since the first chamber. That almost sounded impressive, until one
considered the several hundred metres of Spire that undoubtedly lay above us. Another few hundred
rooms, each posing a challenge more testing than the last?
And the doors were definitely getting smaller.
It was an effort to squeeze through now, and while the suits were able to reshape themselves to some
extent, there was a limit to how compact they could become.
It had taken us sixteen hours to reach this point. At this rate it would take many days to get anywhere
near the summit.
But none of us had imagined that this would be over quickly.
'Tricky,' Celestine said, after studying the latest puzzle for many minutes. 'I think I see what's going on
here, but . . .'
Childe looked at her. 'You think, or you know?’
'I mean what I said. It's not easy, you know. Would you rather I let someone else take first crack at it?'
I put a hand on Celestine's arm and spoke to her privately. 'Easy. He's just anxious, that's all.'
She brushed my hand away. 'I didn't ask you to defend me, Richard.'
'I'm sorry. I didn't mean—'
'Never mind.' Celestine switched off private mode and addressed the group. 'I think these markings are
shadows. Look.'
By now we had all become reasonably adept at drawing figures using our suits' visualisation systems.
These sketchy hallucinations could be painted on any surface, apparently visible to all.
Celestine, who was the best at this, drew a short red hyphen on the wall.
'See this? A one-dimensional line. Now watch.' She made the line become a square; splitting into two
parallel lines joined at their ends. Then she made the square rotate until it was edge-on again, and all we
could see was the line. 'We see it . . .' Childe said.
'You can think of a line as the one-dimensional shadow of a two-dimensional object, in this case a
square. Understand?' 'I think we get the gist,' Trintignant said. Celestine made the square freeze, and then
slide diagonally, leaving a copy of itself to which it was joined at the corners. 'Now. We're looking at a
two-dimensional figure this time; the shadow of a three-dimensional cube. See how it changes if I rotate
the cube, how it elongates and contracts?'
'Yes. Got that,' Childe said, watching the two joined squares slide across each other with a hypnotically
smooth motion, only one square visible as the imagined cube presented itself face-on to the wall.
'Well, I think these figures . . .' Celestine sketched a hand an inch over the intricate designs worked into
the frame, 'I think what these figures represent are two-dimensional shadows of four-dimensional objects.'
'Fuck off,' Hirz said.
'Look, just concentrate, will you? This one's easy. It's a hypercube. That's the four-dimensional
analogue of a cube. You just take a cube and extend it outwards, just the same way that you make a cube
from a square.' Celestine paused, and for a moment I thought she was going to throw up her hands in
despair. 'Look. Look at this.' And then she sketched something on the wall: a cube set inside a slightly
larger one, to which it was joined by diagonal lines. 'That's what the three-dimensional shadow of a
hypercube would look like. Now all you have to do is collapse that shadow by one more dimension, down
to two, to get this—' and she jabbed at the beguiling design marked on the door.

'I think I see it,' Childe said, without anything resembling confidence.
Maybe I did, too - though I felt the same lack of certainty. Childe and I had certainly taunted each other
with higher-dimensional puzzles in our youth, but never had so much depended on an intuitive grasp of
those mind-shattering mathematical realms. 'All right,' I said. 'Supposing that is the shadow of a tesseract
... what's the puzzle?'
'This,' Celestine said, pointing to the other side of the door, to what seemed like an utterly different though no less complex - design. 'It's the same object, after a rotation.'
'The shadow changes that drastically?'
'Start getting used to it, Richard.'
'All right.' I realised she was still annoyed with me for touching her. 'What about the others?'
'They're all four-dimensional objects; relatively simple geometric forms. This one's a 4-simplex; a
hypertetrahedron. It's a hyper-pyramid with five tetrahedral faces . . .' Celestine trailed off, looking at us
with an odd expression on her face. 'Never mind. The point is, all the corresponding forms on the right
should be the shadows of the same polytopes after a simple rotation through higher-dimensional space.
But one isn't.'
'Which is?'
She pointed to one of the forms. 'This one.'
'And you're certain of that?' Hirz said. 'Because I'm sure as fuck not.'
Celestine nodded. 'Yes. I'm completely sure of it now.'
'But you can't make any of us see that this is the case?'
She shrugged. 'I guess you either see it or you don't.'
'Yeah? Well maybe we should have all taken a trip to the Pattern Jugglers. Then maybe I wouldn't be
about to shit myself.'
Celestine said nothing, but merely reached out and touched the errant figure.
'There's good news and there's bad news,' Forqueray said after we had traversed another dozen or so
rooms without injury.
'Give us the bad news first,' Celestine said.
Forqueray obliged, with what sounded like the tiniest degree of pleasure. 'We won't be able to get
through more than two or three more doors. Not with these suits on.'
There had been no real need to tell us that. It had become crushingly obvious during the last three or
four rooms that we were near the limit; that the Spire's subtly shifting internal architecture would not
permit further movement within the bulky suits. It had been an effort to squeeze through the last door;
only Hirz was oblivious to these difficulties.
'Then we might as well give up,' I said.
'Not exactly.' Forqueray smiled his vampiric smile. 'I said there was good news as well, didn't I?'
'Which is?' Childe said.

'You remember when we sent Hirz back to the beginning, to see if the Spire was going to allow us to
leave at any point?'
'Yes,' Childe said. Hirz had not repeated the complete exercise since, but she had gone back a dozen
rooms, and found that the Spire was just as co-operative as it had been before. There was no reason to
think she would not have been able to make her way to the exit, had she wished.
'Something bothered me,' Forqueray said. 'When she went back, the Spire opened and closed doors in
sequence to allow her to pass. I couldn't see the sense in that. Why not just open all the doors along her
route?'

'I confess it troubled me as well,' Trintignant said.
'So I thought about it, and decided there must be a reason not to have all the doors open at once.'
Childe sighed. 'Which was?'
'Air,' Forqueray said.
'You're kidding, aren't you?'
The Ultra shook his head. 'When we began, we were moving in vacuum - or at least through air that
was as thin as that on Golgotha's surface. That continued to be the case for the next few rooms. Then it
began to change. Very slowly, I'll grant you -but my suit sensors picked up on it immediately.'
Childe pulled a face. 'And it didn't cross your mind to tell any of us about this?'
'I thought it best to wait until a pattern became apparent.' Forqueray glanced at Celestine, whose face
was impassive.
'He's right,' Trintignant said. 'I too have become aware of the changing atmospheric conditions.
Forqueray has also doubtless noticed that the temperature in each room has been a little warmer than the
last. I have extrapolated these trends and arrived at a tentative conclusion. Within two - possibly three rooms, we will be able to discard our suits and breathe normally.'
'Discard our suits?' Hirz looked at him as if he were insane. 'You have got to be fucking kidding.'
Childe raised a hand. 'Wait a minute. When you said air, Doctor Trintignant, you didn't say it was
anything we'd be able to breathe.'
The Doctor's answer was a melodious piped refrain. 'Except it is. The ratios of the various gases are
remarkably close to those we employ in our suits.'
'Which isn't possible. I don't remember providing a sample.'
Trintignant dipped his head in a nod. 'Nonetheless, it appears that one has been taken. The mix,
incidentally, corresponds to precisely the atmospheric preferences of Ultras. Argyle's expedition would
surely have employed a slightly different mix, so it is not simply the case that the Spire has a long
memory.'
I shivered.
The thought that the Spire - this vast breathing thing through which we were scurrying like rats - had
somehow reached inside the hard armour of our suits to snatch a sample of air, without our knowing,
made my guts turn cold. It not only knew of our presence, but it knew - intimately - what we were.
It understood our fragility.
As if wishing to reward Forqueray for his observation, the next room contained a substantially thicker
atmosphere than any of its predecessors, and was also much warmer. It was not yet capable of supporting
life, but one would not have died instantly without the protection of a suit.
The challenge that the room held was by far the hardest, even by Celestine's reckoning. Once again the
essence of the task lay in the figures marked on either side of the door, but now these figures were linked
by various symbols and connecting loops, like the subway map of a foreign city. We had encountered
some of these hieroglyphics before - they were akin to mathematical operators, like the addition and
subtraction symbol - but we had never seen so many. And the problem itself was not simply a numerical
exercise, but - as far as Celestine could say with any certainty - a problem about topological
transformations in four dimensions.
'Please tell me you see the answer immediately,' Childe said.
'I ...’ Celestine trailed off. 'I think I do. I'm just not absolutely certain. I need to think about this for a
minute.'
'Fine. Take all the time you want.'
Celestine fell into a reverie which lasted minutes, and then tens of minutes. Once or twice she would
open her mouth and take a breath of air as if in readiness to speak, and on one or two other occasions she
took a promising step closer to the door, but none of these things heralded the sudden, intuitive break-

through we were all hoping for. She always returned to the same silent, standing posture. The time
dragged on; first an hour and then the better part of two hours.
All this, I thought, before even Celestine had seen the answer.
It might take days if we were all expected to follow her reasoning.
Finally, however, she spoke. 'Yes. I see it.'
Childe was the first to answer. 'Is it the one you thought it was originally?'
'No.'
'Great,' Hirz said.
'Celestine ...’ I said, trying to defuse the situation. 'Do you understand why you made the wrong choice
originally?'
'Yes. I think so. It was a trick answer; an apparently correct solution which contained a subtle flaw.
And what looked like the clearly wrong answer turned out to be the right one.'
'Right. And you're certain of that?'
'I'm not certain of anything, Richard. I'm just saying this is what I believe the answer to be.'
I nodded. 'I think that's all any of us can honestly expect. Do you think there's any chance of the rest of
us following your line of argument?'
'I don't know. How much do you understand about Kaluza-Klein spaces?'
'Not a vast amount, I have to admit.'
'That's what I feared. I could probably explain my reasoning to some of you, but there'd always be
someone who didn't get it—' Celestine looked pointedly at Hirz. 'We could be in this bloody room for
weeks before any of us grasp the solution. And the Spire may not tolerate that kind of delay.'
'We don't know that,' I cautioned.
'No,' Childe said. 'On the other hand, we can't afford to spend weeks solving every room. There's going
to have to come a point where we put our faith in Celestine's judgement. I think that time may have
come.'
I looked at him, remembering that his mathematical fluency had always been superior to mine. The
puzzles I had set him had seldom defeated him, even if it had taken weeks for his intensely methodical
mind to arrive at the solution. Conversely, he had often managed to beat me by setting a mathematical
challenge of similar intricacy to the one now facing Celestine. They were not quite equals, I knew, but
neither were their abilities radically different. It was just that, thanks to her experiences with the Pattern
Jugglers, Celestine would always arrive at the answer with the superhuman speed of a savant.
'Are you saying I should just press it, with no consultation?' Celestine said.
Childe nodded. 'Provided everyone else agrees with me . . .'
It was not an easy decision to make, especially after having navigated so many rooms via such a
ruthlessly democratic process. But we all saw the sense, even Hirz coming around to our line of thinking
in the end.
'I'm telling you,' she said. 'We get through this door, I'm out of here, money or not.'
'You're giving up?' Childe asked.
'You saw what happened to those poor bastards outside. They must have thought they could keep on
solving the next test.'
Childe looked sad, but said, 'I understand perfectly. But I trust you'll reassess your decision as soon as
we're through?'
'Sorry, but my mind's made up. I've had enough of this shit.' Hirz turned to Celestine. 'Put us all out of
our misery, will you? Make the choice.'
Celestine looked at each of us in turn. 'Are you ready for this?'

'We are,' Childe said, answering for the group. 'Go ahead.'
Celestine pressed the symbol. There was the usual yawning moment of expectation; a moment that
stretched agonisingly. We all stared at the door, willing it to begin sliding open.
This time nothing happened.
'Oh God . . .' Hirz began.
Something happened then, almost before she had finished speaking, but it was over almost before we
had sensed any change in the room. It was only afterwards - playing back the visual record captured by
our suits - that we were able to make any sense of events.
The walls of the chamber - like every room we had passed through, in fact - had looked totally
seamless. But in a flash something emerged from the wall: a rigid, sharp-ended metal rod spearing out at
waist-height. It flashed through the air from wall to wall, vanishing like a javelin thrown into water. None
of us had time to notice it, let alone react bodily. Even the suits -programmed to move out of the way of
obvious moving hazards - were too slow. By the time they began moving, the javelin had been and gone.
And if there had been only that one javelin, we might almost have missed it happening at all.
But a second emerged, a fraction of a second after the first, spearing across the room at a slightly
different angle.
Forqueray happened to be standing in the way.
The javelin passed through him as if he were made of smoke; its progress was unimpeded by his
presence. But it dragged behind it a comet-tail of gore, exploding out of his suit where he had been
speared, just below the elbow. The pressure in the room was still considerably less than atmospheric.
Forqueray's suit reacted with impressive speed, but it was still sluggish compared to the javelin.
It assessed the damage that had been inflicted on the arm, aware of how quickly its self-repair systems
could work to seal that inch-wide hole, and came to a rapid conclusion. The integrity could be restored,
but not before unacceptable blood and pressure loss. Since its duty was always to keep its wearer alive, no
matter what the costs, it opted to sever the arm above the wound; hyper-sharp irised blades snicked
through flesh and bone in an instant.
All that took place long before any pain signals had a chance to reach his brain. The first thing
Forqueray knew of his misfortune was when his arm clanged to his feet.
'I think—' he started saying. Hirz dashed over to the Ultra and did her best to support him.
Forqueray's truncated arm ended in a smooth silver iris.
'Don't talk,' Childe said.
Forqueray, who was still standing, looked at his injury with something close to fascination. 'I—'
'I said don't talk.' Childe knelt down and picked up the amputated arm, showing the evidence to
Forqueray. The hole went right through it, as cleanly bored as a rifle barrel.
'I'll live,' Forqueray managed.
'Yes, you will,' Trintignant said. 'And you may also count yourself fortunate. Had the projectile pierced
your body, rather than one of its extremities, I do not believe we would be having this conversation.'
'You call this fortunate?'
'A wound such as yours can be made good with only trivial intervention. We have all the equipment we
need aboard the shuttle.'
Hirz looked around uneasily. 'You think the punishment's over?'
'I think we'd know if it wasn't,' I said. 'That was our first mistake, after all. We can expect things to be a
little worse in future, of course.'
'Then we'd better not make any more screw-ups, had we?' Hirz was directing her words at Celestine.
I had expected an angry rebuttal. Celestine would have been perfectly correct to remind Hirz that - had
the rest of us been forced to make that choice - our chances of hitting the correct answer would have been

a miserable one in six.
But instead Celestine just spoke with the flat, soporific tones of one who could not quite believe she
had made such an error.
'I'm sorry ... I must have ...'
'Made the wrong decision. Yes.' I nodded. 'And there'll undoubtedly be others. You did your best,
Celestine - better than any of us could have managed.'
'It wasn't good enough.'
'No, but you narrowed the field down to two possibilities. That's a lot better than six.'
'He's right,' Childe said. 'Celestine, don't cut yourself up about this. Without you we wouldn't have got
as far as we did. Now go ahead and press the other answer - the one you settled on originally - and we'll
get Forqueray back to base camp.'
The Ultra glared at him. 'I'm fine, Childe. I can continue.'
'Maybe you can, but it's still time for a temporary retreat. We'll get that arm looked at properly, and
then we'll come back with lightweight suits. We can't carry on much further with these, anyway - and I
don't particularly fancy continuing with no armour at all.'
Celestine turned back to the frame. 'I can't promise that this is the right one, either.'
'We'll take that chance. Just hit them in sequence - best choice first - until the Spire opens a route back
to the start.'
She pressed the symbol that had been her first choice, before she had analysed the problem more
deeply and seen a phantom trap.
As always, Blood Spire did not oblige us with an instant judgement on the choice we had made. There
was a moment when all of us tensed, expecting the javelins to come again . . . but this time we were
spared further punishment.
The door opened, exposing the next chamber.
We did not step through, of course. Instead, we turned around and made our way back through the
succession of rooms we had already traversed, descending all the while, almost laughing at the childish
simplicity of the very earliest puzzles compared to those we had faced before the attack.
As the doors opened and closed in sequence, the air thinned out and the skin of Blood Spire became
colder; less like a living thing, more like an ancient, brooding machine. But still that distant, throbbing
respiratory vibration rattled the floors, lower now, and slower: the Spire letting us know it was aware of
our presence and, perhaps, the tiniest bit disappointed at this turning back.
'All right, you bastard,' Childe said. 'We're retreating, but only for now. We're coming back,
understand?'
'You don't have to take it personally,' I said.
'Oh, but I do,' Childe said. 'I take it very personally indeed.'
We reached the first chamber, and then dropped down through what had been the entrance hole. After
that, it was just a short flight back to the waiting shuttle.
It was dark outside.
We had been in the Spire for more than nineteen hours.

FOUR
'It'll do,' Forqueray said, tilting his new arm this way and that.
'Do?' Trintignant sounded mortally wounded. 'My dear fellow, it is a work of exquisite craftsmanship; a
thing of beauty. It is unlikely that you will see its like again, unless of course I am called upon to perform
a similar procedure.'

We were sitting inside the shuttle, still parked on Golgotha's surface. The ship was a squat,
aerodynamically blunt cylinder which had landed tail-down and then expanded a cluster of eight
bubbletents around itself: six for our personal quarters during the expedition, one commons area, and a
general medical bay equipped with all the equipment Trintignant needed to do his work. Surprisingly - to
me, at least, who admitted to some unfamiliarity with these things - the shuttle's fabricators had been
more than able to come up with the various cybernetic components that the Doctor required, and the
surgical tools at his disposal - glistening, semi-sentient things which moved to his will almost before they
were summoned - were clearly state of the art by any reasonable measure.
'Yes, well, I'd have rather you'd reattached my old arm,' Forqueray said, opening and closing the sleek
metal gauntlet of his replacement.
'It would have been almost insultingly trivial to do that,' Trintignant said. 'A new hand could have been
cultured and regrafted in a few hours. If that did not appeal to you, I could have programmed your stump
to regenerate a hand of its own accord; a perfectly simple matter of stem-cell manipulation. But what
would have been the point? You would be very likely to lose it as soon as we suffer our next punishment.
Now you will only be losing machinery - a far less traumatic prospect.'
'You're enjoying this,' Hirz said, 'aren't you?'
'It would be churlish to deny it,' Trintignant said. 'When you have been deprived of willing subjects as
long as I have, it's only natural to take pleasure in those little opportunities for practice that fate sees fit to
present.'
Hirz nodded knowingly. She had not heard of Trintignant upon our first meeting, I recalled, but she had
lost no time in forming her subsequent opinion of the man. 'Except you won't just stop with a hand, will
you? I checked up on you, Doc - after that meeting in Childe's house. I hacked into some of the medical
records that the Stoner authorities still haven't declassified, because they're just too damned disturbing.
You really went the whole hog, didn't you? Some of the things I saw in those files - your victims - they
stopped me from sleeping.'
And yet still she had chosen to come with us, I thought. Evidently the allure of Childe's promised
reward outweighed any reservations she might have had about sharing a room with Trintignant. But I
wondered about those medical records. Certainly, the publicly released data had contained more than
enough atrocities for the average nightmare. It chilled the blood to think that Trintignant's most heinous
crimes had never been fully revealed.
'Is it true?' I said. 'Were there really worse things?'
'That depends,' Trintignant said. 'There were subjects upon whom I pushed my experimental techniques
further than is generally realised, if that is what you mean. But did I ever approach what I considered
were the true limits? No. I was always hindered.'
'Until, perhaps, now,' I said.
The rigid silver mask swivelled to face us all in turn. 'That is as maybe. But please give the following
matter some consideration. I can surgically remove all your limbs now, cleanly, with the minimum of
complications. The detached members could be put into cryogenic storage, replaced by prosthetic systems
until we have completed the task that lies ahead of us.'
'Thanks ...’ I said, looking around at the others. 'But I think we'll pass on that one, Doctor.'
Trintignant offered his palms magnanimously. 'I am at your disposal, should you wish to reconsider.'
We spent a full day in the shuttle before returning to the Spire. I had been mortally tired, but when I
finally slept, it was only to submerge myself in yet more labyrinthine dreams, much like those Childe had
pumped into our heads during the reefersleep transition. I woke feeling angry and cheated, and resolved
to confront him about it.
But something else snagged my attention.
There was something wrong with my wrist. Buried just beneath the skin was a hard rectangle, showing
darkly through my flesh. Turning my wrist this way and that, I admired the object, acutely - and strangely

- conscious of its rectilinearity. I looked around me, and felt the same visceral awareness of the other
shapes which formed my surroundings. I did not know whether I was more disturbed at the presence of
the alien object under my flesh, or my unnatural reaction to it.
I stumbled groggily into the common quarters of the shuttle, presenting my wrist to Childe, who was
sitting there with Celestine.
She looked at me before Childe had a chance to answer. 'So you've got one too,' she said, showing me
the similar shape lurking just below her own skin. The shape rhymed - there was no other word for it with the surrounding panels and extrusions of the commons. 'Um, Richard?' she added.
'I'm feeling a little strange.'
'Blame Childe. He put them there. Didn't you, you lying rat?'
'It's easily removed,' he said, all innocence. 'It just seemed more prudent to implant the devices while
you were all asleep anyway, so as not to waste any more time than necessary.'
'It's not just the thing in my wrist,' I said, 'whatever it is.'
'It's something to keep us awake,' Celestine said, her anger just barely under control. Feeling less
myself than ever, I watched the way her face changed shape as she spoke, conscious of the armature of
muscle and bone lying just beneath the skin.
'Awake?' I managed.
'A ... shunt, of some kind,' she said. 'Ultras use them, I gather. It sucks fatigue poisons out of the blood,
and puts other chemicals back into the blood to upset the brain's normal sleeping cycle. With one of these
you can stay conscious for weeks, with almost no psychological problems.'
I forced a smile, ignoring the sense of wrongness I felt. 'It's the almost part that worries me.'
'Me too.' She glared at Childe. 'But much as I hate the little rat for doing this without my permission, I
admit to seeing the sense in it.'
I felt the bump in my wrist again. 'Trintignant's work, I presume?'
'Count yourself lucky he didn't hack your arms and legs off while he was at it.'
Childe interrupted her. 'I told him to install the shunts. We can still catnap, if we have the chance. But
these devices will let us stay alert when we need alertness. They're really no more sinister than that.'
'There's something else...' I said tentatively. I glanced at Celestine, trying to judge if she felt as oddly as
I did. 'Since I've been awake, I've... experienced things differently. I keep seeing shapes in a new light.
What exactly have you done to me, Childe?'
'Again, nothing irreversible. Just a small medichine infusion—'
I tried to keep my temper. 'What sort of medichines?'
'Neural modifiers.' He raised a hand defensively, and I saw the same rectangular bulge under his skin.
'Your brain is already swarming with Demarchist implants and cellular machines, Richard, so why
pretend that what I've done is anything more than a continuation of what was already there?'
'What the fuck is he talking about?' said Hirz, who had been standing at the door to the commons for
the last few seconds. 'Is it to do with the weird shit I've been dealing with since waking up?'
'Very probably,' I said, relieved that at least I was not going insane. 'Let me guess - heightened
mathematical and spatial awareness?'
'If that's what you call it, yeah. Seeing shapes everywhere, and thinking of them fitting together . . .'
Hirz turned to look at Childe. Small as she was, she looked easily capable of inflicting injury. 'Start
talking, dickhead.'
Childe spoke with quiet calm. 'I put modifiers in your brain, via the wrist shunt. The modifiers haven't
performed any radical neural restructuring, but they are suppressing and enhancing certain regions of
brain function. The effect - crudely speaking -is to enhance your spatial abilities, at the expense of some
less essential functions. What you are getting is a glimpse into the cognitive realms that Celestine inhabits

as a matter of routine.' Celestine opened her mouth to speak, but he cut her off with a raised palm. 'No
more than a glimpse, no, but I think you'll agree that - given the kinds of challenges the Spire likes to
throw at us - the modifiers will give us an edge that we lacked previously.'
'You mean you've turned us all into maths geniuses, overnight?'
'Broadly speaking, yes.'
'Well, that'll come in handy,' Hirz said.
'It will?'
'Yeah. When you try and fit the pieces of your dick back together.'
She lunged for him.
'Hirz, I ...'
'Stop,' I said, interceding. 'Childe was wrong to do this without our consent, but - given the situation we
find ourselves in - the idea makes sense.'
'Whose side are you on?' Hirz said, backing away with a look of righteous fury in her eyes.
'Nobody's,' I said. 'I just want to do whatever it takes to beat the Spire.'
Hirz glared at Childe. 'All right. This time. But you try another stunt like that, and . . .'
But even then it was obvious that Hirz had come to the conclusion that I had already arrived at myself:
that, given what the Spire was likely to test us with, it was better to accept these machines than ask for
them to be flushed out of our systems.
There was just one troubling thought which I could not quite dismiss.
Would I have welcomed the machines so willingly before they had invaded my head, or were they
partly influencing my decision?
I had no idea.
But I decided to worry about that later.

FIVE
'Three hours,' Childe said triumphantly. 'Took us nineteen to reach this point on our last trip through.
That has to mean something, doesn't it?'
'Yeah,' Hirz said snidely. 'It means it's a piece of piss when you know the answers.'
We were standing by the door where Celestine had made her mistake the last time. She had just pressed
the correct topological symbol and the door had opened to admit us to the chamber beyond, one we had
not so far stepped into. From now on we would be facing fresh challenges again, rather than passing
through those we had already faced. The Spire, it appeared, was more interested in probing the limits of
our understanding than getting us simply to solve permutations of the same basic challenge.
It wanted to break us, not stress us.
More and more I was thinking of it as a sentient thing: inquisitive and patient and - when the mood
took it - immensely capable of cruelty.
'What's in there?' Forqueray said.
Hirz had gone ahead into the unexplored room.
'Well, fuck me if it isn't another puzzle.'
'Describe it, would you?'
'Weird shape shit, I think.' She was quiet for a few seconds.
'Yeah. Shapes in four dimensions again. Celestine - you wanna take a look at this? I think it's right up
your street.'

'Any idea what the nature of the task is?' Celestine asked.
'Fuck, I don't know. Something to do with stretching, I think. . .'
'Topological deformations,' Celestine murmured before joining Hirz in the chamber.
For a minute or so the two of them conferred, studying the marked doorframe like a pair of discerning
art critics.
On the last run through, Hirz and Celestine had shared almost no common ground: it was unnerving to
see how much Hirz now grasped. The machines Childe had pumped into our skulls had improved the
mathematical skills of all of us - with the possible exception of Trintignant, who I suspected had not
received the therapy - but the effects had differed in nuance, degree and stability. My mathematical
brilliance came in feverish, unpredictable waves, like inspiration to a laudanum-addicted poet. Forqueray
had gained an astonishing fluency in arithmetic, able to count huge numbers of things simply by looking
at them for a moment.
But Hirz's change had been the most dramatic of all, something even Childe was taken aback by. On
the second pass through the Spire she had been intuiting the answers to many of the problems at a glance,
and I was certain that she was not always remembering what the correct answer had been. Now, as we
encountered the tasks that had challenged even Celestine, Hirz was still able to perceive the essence of a
problem, even if it was beyond her to articulate the details in the formal language of mathematics.
And if she could not yet see her way to selecting the correct answer, she could at least see the one or
two answers that were clearly wrong.
'Hirz is right,' Celestine said eventually. 'It's about topological deformations, stretching operations on
solid shapes.'
Once again we were seeing the projected shadows of four-dimensional lattices. On the right side of the
door, however, the shadows were of the same objects after they had been stretched and squeezed and
generally distorted. The problem was to identify the shadow that could only be formed with a shearing, in
addition to the other operations.
It took an hour, but eventually Celestine felt certain that she had selected the right answer. Hirz and I
attempted to follow her arguments, but the best we could do was agree that two of the other answers
would have been wrong. That, at least, was an improvement on anything we would have been capable of
before the medichine infusions, but it was only moderately comforting.
Nonetheless, Celestine had selected the right answer. We moved into the next chamber.
'This is as far as we can go with these suits,' Childe said, indicating the door that lay ahead of us. 'It'll
be a squeeze, even with the lighter suits - except for Hirz, of course.'
'What's the air like in here?' I asked.
'We could breathe it,' Forqueray said. 'And we'll have to, briefly. But I don't recommend that we do that
for any length of time — at least not until we're forced into it.'
'Forced?' Celestine said. 'You think the doors are going to keep getting smaller?'
'I don't know. But doesn't it feel as if this place is forcing us to expose ourselves to it, to make ourselves
maximally vulnerable? I don't think it's done with us just yet.' He paused, his suit beginning to remove
itself. 'But that doesn't mean we have to humour it.'
I understood his reluctance. The Spire had hurt him, not us.
Beneath the Ultra suits which had brought us this far we had donned as much of the lightweight
versions as was possible. They were skintight suits of reasonably modern design, but they were museum
pieces compared to the Ultra equipment. The helmets and much of the breathing gear had been impossible
to put on, so we had carried the extra parts strapped to our backs. Despite my fears, the Spire had not
objected to this, but I remained acutely aware that we did not yet know all the rules under which we
played.
It only took three or four minutes to get out of the bulky suits and into the new ones; most of this time
was taken up running status checks. For a minute or so, with the exception of Hirz, we had all breathed
Spire air.

It was astringent, blood-hot, humid, and smelt faintly of machine oil.
It was a relief when the helmets flooded with the cold, tasteless air of the suits' backpack recyclers.
'Hey.' Hirz, the only one still wearing her original suit, knelt down and touched the floor. 'Check this
out.'
I followed her, pressing the flimsy fabric of my glove against the surface.
The structure's vibrations rose and fell with increased strength, as if we had excited it by removing our
hard protective shells.
'It's like the fucking thing's getting a hard-on,' Hirz said.
'Let's push on,' Childe said. 'We're still armoured - just not as effectively as before - but if we keep
being smart, it won't matter.'
'Yeah. But it's the being smart part that worries me. No one smart would come within pissing distance
of this fucking place.'
'What does that make you, Hirz?' Celestine asked.
'Greedier than you'll ever know,' she said.
Nonetheless we made good progress for another eleven rooms. Now and then a stained-glass window
allowed a view out of Golgotha's surface, which looked very far below us. By Forqueray's estimate we
had gained forty-five vertical metres since entering the Spire. Although two hundred further metres lay
ahead - the bulk of the climb, in fact - for the first time it began to appear possible that we might succeed.
That, of course, was contingent on several assumptions. One was that the problems, while growing
steadily more difficult, would not become insoluble. The other was that the doorways would not continue
to narrow now that we had discarded the bulky suits.
But they did.
As always, the narrowing was imperceptible from room to room, but after five or six it could not be
ignored. After ten or fifteen more rooms we would again have to scrape our way between them.
And what if the narrowing continued beyond that point?
'We won't be able to go on,' I said. 'We won't fit - even if we're naked.'
'You are entirely too defeatist,' Trintignant said.
Childe sounded reasonable. 'What would you propose, Doctor?'
'Nothing more than a few minor readjustments of the basic human body-plan. Just enough to enable us
to squeeze through apertures which would be impassable with our current . . . encumbrances.'
Trintignant looked avariciously at my arms and legs.
'It wouldn't be worth it,' I said. 'I'll accept your help after I've been injured, but if you're thinking that I'd
submit to anything more drastic . . . well, I'm afraid you're severely mistaken, Doctor.'
'Amen to that,' Hirz said. 'For a while back there, Swift, I really thought this place was getting to you.'
'It isn't,' I said. 'Not remotely. And in any case, we're thinking many rooms ahead here, when we might
not even be able to get through the next.'
'I agree,' Childe said. 'We'll take it one at a time. Doctor Trintignant, put your wilder fantasies aside, at
least for now.'
'Consider them relegated to mere daydreams,' Trintignant said.
So we pushed on.
Now that we had passed through so many doors, it was possible to see that the Spire's tasks came in
waves; that there might, for instance, be a series of problems which depended on prime number theory,
followed by another series which hinged on the properties of higher-dimensional solids. For several
rooms in sequence we were confronted by questions related to tiling patterns - tessellations - while
another sequence tested our understanding of cellular automata: odd chequerboard armies of shapes

which obeyed simple rules and yet interacted in stunningly complex ways. The final challenge in each set
would always be the hardest; the one where we were most likely to make a mistake. We were quite
prepared to take three or four hours to pass each door, if that was the time it took to be certain - in
Celestine's mind at least - that the answer was clear.
And though the shunts were leaching fatigue poisons from our blood, and though the modifiers were
enabling us to think with a clarity we had never known before, a kind of exhaustion always crept over us
after solving one of the harder challenges. It normally passed in a few tens of minutes, but until then we
generally waited before venturing through the now open door, gathering our strength again.
In those quiet minutes we spoke amongst ourselves, discussing what had happened and what we could
expect.
'It's happened again,' I said, addressing Celestine on the private channel.
Her answer came back, no more terse than I had expected. 'What?'
'For a while the rest of us could keep up with you. Even Hirz. Or, if not keep up, then at least not lose
sight of you completely. But you're pulling ahead again, aren't you? Those Juggler routines are kicking in
again.'
She took her time replying. 'You have Childe's medichines.'
'Yes. But all they can do is work with the basic neural topology, suppressing and enhancing activity
without altering the layout of the connections in any significant way. And the 'chines are broad-spectrum;
not tuned specifically to any one of us.'
Celestine looked at the only one of us still wearing one of the original suits. 'They worked on Hirz.'
'Must have been luck. But yes, you're right. She couldn't see as far as you, though, even with the
modifiers.'
Celestine tapped the shunt in her wrist, still faintly visible beneath the tight-fitting fabric of her suit. 'I
took a spike of the modifiers as well.'
'I doubt that it gave you much of an edge over what you already had.'
'Maybe not.' She paused. 'Is there a point to this conversation, Richard?'
'Not really,' I said, stung by her response. 'I just . . .'
'Wanted to talk, yes.'
'And you don't?'
'You can hardly blame me if I don't, can you? This isn't exactly the place for small talk, let alone with
someone who chose to have me erased from his memory.'
'Would it make any difference if I said I was sorry about that?'
I could tell from the tone of her response that my answer had not been quite the one she was expecting.
'It's easy to say you're sorry, now . . . now that it suits you to say as much. That's not how you felt at the
time, is it?'
I fumbled for an answer which was not too distant from the truth. 'Would you believe me if I said I'd
had you suppressed because I still loved you, and not for any other reason?'
'That's just a little too convenient, isn't it?'
'But not necessarily a lie. And can you blame me for it? We were in love, Celestine. You can't deny
that. Just because things happened between us . . .' A question I had been meaning to ask her forced itself
to the front of my mind. 'Why didn't you contact me again, after you were told you couldn't go to
Resurgam?'
'Our relationship was over, Richard.'
'But we'd parted on reasonably amicable terms. If the Resurgam expedition hadn't come up, we might
not have parted at all.'
Celestine sighed; one of exasperation. 'Well, since you asked, I did try and contact you.'

'You did?'

'But by the time I'd made my mind up, I learned about the way you'd had me suppressed. How do you
imagine that made me feel, Richard? Like a small, disposable part of your past -something to be wadded
up and flicked away when it offended you?'
'It wasn't like that at all. I never thought I'd see you again.'
She snorted. 'And maybe you wouldn't have, if it wasn't for dear old Roland Childe.'
I kept my voice level. 'He asked me along because we both used to test each other with challenges like
this. I presume he needed someone with your kind of Juggler transform. Childe wouldn't have cared about
our past.'
Her eyes flashed behind the visor of her helmet. 'And you don't care either, do you?'
'About Childe's motives? No. They're neither my concern nor my interest. All that bothers me now is
this.'
I patted the Spire's thrumming floor.
'There's more here than meets the eye, Richard.'
'What do you mean by that?'
'Haven't you noticed how—' She looked at me for several seconds, as if on the verge of revealing
something, then shook her head. 'Never mind.'
'What, for pity's sake?'
'Doesn't it strike you that Childe has been just a little too well prepared?'
'I wouldn't say there's any such thing as being too well prepared for a thing like Blood Spire, Celestine.'
'That's not what I mean.' She fingered the fabric of her skintight. 'These suits, for instance. How did he
know we wouldn't be able to go all the way with the larger ones?'
I shrugged, a gesture that was now perfectly visible. 'I don't know. Maybe he learned a few things from
Argyle, before he died.'
'Then what about Doctor Trintignant? That ghoul isn't remotely interested in solving the Spire. He
hasn't contributed to a single problem yet. And yet he's already proved his value, hasn't he?'
'I don't follow.'
Celestine rubbed her shunt. 'These things. And the neural modifiers - Trintignant supervised their
installation. And I haven't even mentioned Forqueray's arm, or the medical equipment aboard the shuttle.'

'I still don't see what you're getting at.'
'I don't know what leverage Childe's used to get his cooperation - it's got to be more than bribery or
avarice - but I have a very, very nasty idea. And all of it points to something even more disturbing.'
I was wearying of this. With the challenge of the next door ahead of us, the last thing I needed was
paranoiac theory-mongering.
'Which is?'
'Childe knows too much about this place.'
Another room, another wrong answer, another punishment.
It made the last look like a minor reprimand. I remembered a swift metallic flicker of machines
emerging from hatches which opened in the seamless walls: not javelins now, but jointed, articulated
pincers and viciously curved scissors. I remembered high-pressure jets of vivid arterial blood spraying the
room like pink banners, the shards of shattered bone hammering against the walls like shrapnel. I
remembered an unwanted and brutal lesson in the anatomy of the human body; the elegance with which
muscle, bone and sinew were anchored to each other and the horrid ease with which they could be flensed
apart - filleted - by surgically sharp metallic instruments.

I remembered screams.

I remembered indescribable pain, before the analgesics kicked in.
Afterwards, when we had time to think about what had happened, I do not think any of us thought of
blaming Celestine for making another mistake. Childe's modifiers had given us a healthy respect for the
difficulty of what she was doing, and - as before - her second choice had been the correct one; the one
that opened a route back to the Spire's exit.
And besides . . .

Celestine had suffered as well.
It was Forqueray who had caught the worst of it, though. Perhaps the Spire, having tasted his blood
once, had decided it wanted much more of it - more than could be provided by the sacrifice of a mere
limb. It had quartered him: two quick opposed snips with the nightmarish scissors; a bisection followed
an instant later by a hideous transection.
Four pieces of Forqueray had thudded to the Spire's floor; his interior organs were laid open like a wax
model in a medical school. Various machines nestled neatly amongst his innards, sliced along the same
planes. What remained of him spasmed once or twice, then - with the exception of his replacement arm,
which continued to twitch - he was mercifully still. A moment or two passed, and then - with whiplash
speed - jointed arms seized his pieces and pulled him into the wall, leaving slick red skidmarks.
Forqueray's death would have been bad enough, but by then the Spire was already inflicting further
punishment.
I saw Celestine drop to the ground, one arm pressed around the stump of another, blood spraying from
the wound despite the pressure she was applying. Through her visor her face turned ghostly.
Childe's right hand was missing all the fingers. He pressed the ruined hand against his chest, grimacing,
but managed to stay on his feet.
Trintignant had lost a leg. But there was no blood gushing from the wound; no evidence of severed
muscle and bone. I saw only damaged mechanisms; twisted and snapped steel and plastic armatures;
buzzing cables and stuttering optic fibres; interrupted feedlines oozing sickly green fluids.
Trintignant, nonetheless, fell to the floor.
I also felt myself falling, looking down to see that my right leg ended just below the knee; realising that
my own blood was hosing out in a hard scarlet stream. I hit the floor - the pain of the injury having yet to
reach my brain - and reached out in reflex for the stump. But only one hand presented itself; my left arm
had been curtailed neatly above the wrist. In my peripheral vision I saw my detached hand, still gloved,
perched on the floor like an absurd white crab.
Pain flowered in my skull.
I screamed.

SIX
'I've had enough of this shit,' Hirz said.
Childe looked up at her from his recovery couch. 'You're leaving us?'
'Damn right I am.'
'You disappoint me.'
'Fine, but I'm still shipping out.'
Childe stroked his forehead, tracing its shape with the new steel gauntlet Trintignant had attached to his
arm. 'If anyone should be quitting, it isn't you, Hirz. You walked out of the Spire without a scratch. Look
at the rest of us.'
'Thanks, but I've just had my dinner.'

Trintignant lifted his silver mask towards her. 'Now there is no call for that. I admit the replacements I
have fashioned here possess a certain brutal esthétique, but in functional terms they are without equal.' As
if to demonstrate his point, he flexed his own replacement leg.
It was a replacement, rather than simply the old one salvaged, repaired and reattached. Hirz - who had
picked up as many pieces of us as she could manage - had never found the other part of Trintignant. Nor
had an examination of the area around the Spire - where we had found the pieces of Forqueray -revealed
any significant part of the Doctor. The Spire had allowed us to take back Forqueray's arm after it had been
severed, but it appeared to have decided to keep all metallic things for itself.
I stood up from my own couch, testing the way my new leg supported my weight. There was no
denying the excellence of Trintignant's work. The prosthesis had interfaced with my existing nervous
system so perfectly that I had already accepted the leg into my body image. When I walked on it I did so
with only the tiniest trace of a limp, and that would surely vanish once I had grown accustomed to the
replacement.
'I could take the other one off as well,' Trintignant piped, rubbing his hands together. 'Then you would
have perfect neural equilibrium . . . shall I do it?'
'You want to, don't you?'
'I admit I have always been offended by asymmetry.'
I felt my other leg; the flesh and blood one that now felt so vulnerable, so unlikely to last the course.
'You'll just have to be patient,' I said.
'Well, all things come to he who waits. And how is the arm doing?'
Like Childe, I now boasted one steel gauntlet instead of a hand. I flexed it, hearing the tiny, shrill whine
of actuators. When I touched something I felt prickles of sensation; the hand was capable of registering
subtle gradations of warmth or coldness. Celestine's replacement was very similar, although sleeker and
somehow more feminine. At least our injuries had demanded as much, I thought; unlike Childe, who had
lost only his fingers, but who had appeared to welcome more of the Doctor's gleaming handiwork than
was strictly necessary.
'It'll do,' I said, remembering how much Forqueray had irritated the Doctor with the same remark.
'Don't you get it?' Hirz said. 'If Trintignant had his way, you'd be like him by now. Christ only knows
where he'll stop.'
Trintignant shrugged. 'I merely repair what the Spire damages.'
'Yeah. The two of you make a great team, Doc.' She looked at him with an expression of pure loathing.
'Well, sorry, but you're not getting your hands on me.'
Trintignant appraised her. 'No great loss, when there is so little raw material with which to work.'
'Screw you, creep.'
Hirz left the room.
'Looks like she means it when she says she's quitting,' I said, breaking the silence that ensued.
Celestine nodded. 'I can't say I entirely blame her, either.'
'You don't?' Childe asked.
'No. She's right. This whole thing is in serious danger of turning into some kind of sick exercise in selfmutilation.' Celestine looked at her own steel hand, not quite masking her own revulsion. 'What will it
take, Childe? What will we turn into by the time we beat this thing?'
He shrugged. 'Nothing that can't be reversed.'
'But maybe by then we won't want it reversed, will we?'
'Listen, Celestine.' Childe propped himself against a bulkhead. 'What we're doing here is trying to beat
an elemental thing. Reach its summit, if you will. In that respect Blood Spire isn't very different to a
mountain. It punishes us when we make mistakes, but then so do mountains. Occasionally, it kills. More

often than not it leaves us only with a reminder of what it can do. Blood Spire snips off a finger or two. A
mountain achieves the same effect with frostbite. Where's the difference?'
'A mountain doesn't enjoy doing it, for a start. But the Spire does. It's alive, Childe, living and
breathing.'
'It's a machine, that's all.'
'But maybe a cleverer one than anything we've ever known before. A machine with a taste for blood,
too. That's not a great combination, Childe.'
He sighed. 'Then you're giving up as well?'
'I didn't say that.'
'Fine.'

He stepped through the door which Hirz had just used.
'Where are you going?' I said.
'To try and talk some sense into her, that's all.'

SEVEN
Ten hours later - buzzing with unnatural alertness; the need for sleep a distant, fading memory - we
returned to Blood Spire.
'What did he say to make you come back?' I said to Hirz, between one of the challenges.
'What do you think?'
'Just a wild stab in the dark, but did he by any chance up your cut?'
'Let's just say the terms were renegotiated. Call it a performance-related bonus.'
I smiled. 'Then calling you a mercenary wasn't so far off the mark, was it?'
'Sticks and stones may break my bones . . . sorry. Given the circumstances, that's not in the best
possible good taste, is it?'
'Never mind.'
We were struggling out of our suits now. Several rooms earlier we had reached a point where it was
impossible to squeeze through the door without first disconnecting our airlines and removing our
backpacks. We could have done without the packs, of course, but none of us wanted to breathe Spire air
until it was absolutely necessary. And we would still need the packs to make our retreat, back through the
unpressurised rooms. So we kept hold of them as we wriggled between rooms, fearful of letting go. We
had seen the way the Spire harvested first Forqueray's drone and then Trintignant's leg, and it was likely it
would do the same with our equipment if we left it unattended.
'Why are you doing it, then?' asked Hirz.
'It certainly isn't the money,' I said.
'No. I figured that part out. What, then?'
'Because it's there. Because Childe and I go back a long way, and I can't stand to give up on a challenge
once I've accepted it.'
'Old-fashioned bullheadedness, in other words,' Celestine said.
Hirz was putting on a helmet and backpack assembly for the first time. She had just been forced to get
out of her original suit and put on one of the skintights; even her small frame was now too large to pass
through the constricted doors. Childe had attached some additional armour to her skintight - scablike
patches of flexible woven diamond - but she must have felt more vulnerable.
I answered Celestine. 'What about you, if it isn't the same thing that keeps me coming back?'
'I want to solve the problems, that's all. For you they're just a means to an end, but for me they're the

only thing of interest.'
I felt slighted, but she was right. The nature of the challenges was less important to me than discovering
what was at the summit; the secret the Spire so jealously guarded.
'And you're hoping that through the problems they set us you'll eventually understand the Spire's
makers?'
'Not just that. I mean, that's a significant part of it, but I also want to know what my own limitations
are.'
'You mean you want to explore the gift that the Jugglers have given you?' Before she had time to
answer I continued, 'I understand. And it's never been possible before, has it? You've only ever been able
to test yourself against problems set by other humans. You could never map the limits of your ability; any
more than a lion could test its strength against paper.'
She looked around her. 'But now I've met something that tests me.' 'And?' Celestine smiled thinly. 'I'm
not sure I like it.'
We did not speak again until we had traversed half a dozen new rooms, and then rested while the
shunts mopped up the excess of tiredness which came after such efforts.
The mathematical problems had now grown so arcane that I could barely describe them, let alone grope
my way towards a solution. Celestine had to do most of the thinking, therefore, but the emotional strain
which we all felt was just as wearying. For an hour during the rest period I teetered on the edge of sleep,
but then alertness returned like a pale, cold dawn. There was something harsh and clinical about that state
of mind - it did not feel completely normal - but it enabled us to get the job done, and that was all that
mattered.
We continued, passing the seventieth room - fifteen further than we had reached before. We were now
at least sixty metres higher than when we had entered, and for a while it looked like we had found a
tempo that suited us. It was a long time since Celestine had shown any hesitation in her answers, even if it
took a couple of hours for her to reach the solution. It was as if she had found the right way of thinking,
and now none of the challenges felt truly alien to her. For a while, as we passed room after room, a
dangerous optimism began to creep over us.
It was a mistake.
In the seventy-first room, the Spire began to enforce a new rule. Celestine, as usual, spent at least
twenty minutes studying the problem, skating her fingers over the shallowly etched markings on the
frame, her lips moving silently as she mouthed possibilities.
Childe studied her with a peculiar watchfulness I had not observed before.
'Any ideas?' he said, looking over her shoulder.
'Don't crowd me, Childe. I'm thinking.'
'I know, I know. Just try and do it a little faster, that's all.'
Celestine turned away from the frame. 'Why? Are we on a schedule suddenly?'
'I'm just a little concerned about the amount of time it's taking us, that's all.' He stroked the bulge on his
forearm. 'These shunts aren't perfect, and—'
'There's something else, isn't there?'
'Don't worry. Just concentrate on the problem.'
But this time the punishment began before we had begun our solution.
It was lenient, I suppose, compared to the savage dismembering that had concluded our last attempt to
reach the summit. It was more of a stern admonishment to make our selection; the crack of a whip rather
than the swish of a guillotine.
Something popped out of the wall and dropped to the floor.

It looked like a metal ball, about the size of a marble. For several seconds it did nothing at all. We all
stared at it, knowing that something unpleasant was going to happen, but unsure what.
Then the ball trembled, and - without deforming in any way - bounced itself off the ground to kneeheight.
It hit the ground and bounced again; a little higher this time.
'Celestine,' Childe said, 'I strongly suggest that you come to a decision—'
Horrified, Celestine forced her attention back to the puzzle marked on the frame. The ball continued
bouncing; reaching higher each time.
'I don't like this,' Hirz said.
'I'm not exactly thrilled by it myself,' Childe told her, watching as the ball hit the ceiling and slammed
back to the floor, landing to one side of the place where it had begun its bouncing.
This time its rebound was enough to make it hit the ceiling again, and on the recoil it streaked
diagonally across the room, hitting one of the side walls before glancing off at a different angle. The ball
slammed into Trintignant, ricocheting off his metal leg, and then connected with the walls twice - gaining
speed with each collision - before hitting me in the chest. The force of it was like a hard punch, driving
the air from my lungs.
I fell to the ground, emitting a groan of discomfort.
The little ball continued arcing around the room, its momentum not sapped in any appreciable way. It
kept getting faster, in fact, so that its trajectory came to resemble a constantly shifting silver loom which
occasionally intersected with one of us. I heard groans, and then felt a sudden pain in my leg, and the ball
kept on getting faster. The sound it made was like a fusillade of gunshots, the space between each
detonation growing smaller.
Childe, who had been hit himself, shouted: 'Celestine! Make your choice!'
The ball chose that moment to slam into her, making her gasp in pain. She buckled down on one knee,
but in the process reached out and palmed one of the markings on the right side of the frame.
The gunshot sounds - the silver loom - even the ball itself -vanished.
Nothing happened for several more seconds, and then the door ahead of us began to open.
We inspected our injuries. There was nothing life-threatening, but we had all been bruised badly, and it
was likely that a bone or two had been fractured. I was sure I had broken a rib, and Childe grimaced when
he tried to put weight on his right ankle. My leg felt tender where the ball had struck me, but I could still
walk, and after a few minutes the pain abated, soothed by a combination of my own medichines and the
shunt's analgesics.
'Thank God we'd put the helmets back on,' I said, fingering a deep bump in the crown. 'We'd have been
pulped otherwise.'
'Would someone please tell me what just happened?' Celestine asked, inspecting her own wounds.
'I guess the Spire thought we were taking too long,' Childe said. 'It's given us as long as we like to solve
the problems until now, but from now on it looks like we'll be up against the clock.'
Hirz said: 'And how long did we have?'
'After the last door opened? Forty minutes or so.'
'Forty-three, to be precise,' Trintignant said.
'I strongly suggest we start work on the next door,' Childe said. 'How long do you think we have,
Doctor?'
'As an upper limit? In the region of twenty-eight minutes.'
'That's nowhere near enough time,' I said. 'We'd better retreat and come back.'
'No,' Childe said. 'Not until we're injured.'

'You're insane,' Celestine said.
But Childe ignored her. He just stepped through the door, into the next room. Behind us the exit door
slammed shut.
'Not insane,' he said, turning back to us. 'Just very eager to continue.'
It was never the same thing twice.
Celestine made her selection as quickly as she could, every muscle tense with concentration, and that
gave us - by Trintignant's estimation - five or six clear minutes before the Spire would demand an answer.
'We'll wait it out,' Childe said, eyeing us all to see if anyone disagreed. 'Celestine can keep checking her
results. There's no sense in giving the fucking thing an answer before we have to; not when so much is at
stake.'
'I'm sure of the answer,' Celestine said, pointing to the part of the frame she would eventually palm.
'Then take five minutes to clear your head. Whatever. Just don't make the choice until we're forced into
it.'
'If we get through this room, Childe . . .'
'Yes?'
'I'm going back. You can't stop me.'
'You won't do it, Celestine, and you know it.'
She glared at him, but said nothing. I think what followed was the longest five minutes in my life. None
of us dared speak again, unwilling to begin anything - even a word - for fear that something like the ball
would return. All I heard for five minutes was our own breathing; backgrounded by the awful slow
thrumming of the Spire itself.
Then something slithered out of one wall.
It hit the floor, writhing. It was an inch-thick, three-metre-long length of flexible metal.
'Back off. . .' Childe told us.
Celestine looked over her shoulder. 'You want me to press this, or not?'
'On my word. Not a moment before.'
The cable continued writhing: flexing, coiling and uncoiling like a demented eel. Childe stared at it,
fascinated. The writhing grew in strength, accompanied by the slithering, hissing sounds of metal on
metal.
'Childe?' Celestine asked.

'I just want to see what this thing actually—'
The cable flexed and writhed, and then propelled itself rapidly across the floor in Guide's direction. He
hopped nimbly out of the way, the cable passing under his feet. The writhing had become a continuous
whipcracking now, and we all pressed ourselves against the walls. The cable - having missed Childe retreated to the middle of the room and hissed furiously. It looked much longer and thinner than it had a
moment ago, as if it had elongated itself.
'Childe,' Celestine said, 'I'm making the choice in five seconds, whether you like it or not.'
'Wait, will you?'
The cable moved with blinding speed now, rearing up so that its motion was no longer confined to a
few inches above the floor. Its writhing was so fast that it took on a quasi-solidity: an irregularly shaped
pillar of flickering, whistling metal. I looked at Celestine, willing her to palm the frame, no matter what
Childe said. I appreciated his fascination - the thing was entrancing to look at - but I suspected he was
pushing curiosity slightly too far.
'Celestine . . .' I started saying.

But what happened next happened with lightning speed: a silver-grey tentacle of the blur - a thin loop
of the cable -whipped out to form a double coil around Celestine's arm. It was the one Trintignant had
already worked on. She looked at it in horror; the cable tightened itself and snipped the arm off. Celestine
slumped to the floor, screaming.
The tentacle tugged her arm to the centre of the room, retreating back into the hissing, flickering pillar
of whirling metal.
I dashed for the door, remembering the symbol she had pressed. The whirl reached a loop out to me,
but I threw myself against the wall and the loop merely brushed the chest of my suit before flicking back
into the mass. From the whirl, tiny pieces of flesh and bone dribbled to the ground. Then another loop
flicked out and snared Hirz, wrapping around her midsection and pulling her towards the centre.
She struggled - cartwheeling her arms, her feet skidding against the floor - but it was no good. She
started shouting, and then screaming.

I reached the door.
My hand hesitated over the markings. Was I remembering accurately, or had Celestine intended to
press a different solution? They all looked so similar now.
Then Celestine, who was still clutching her ruined arm, nodded emphatically.
I palmed the door.
I stared at it, willing it to move. After all this, what if her choice had been wrong? The Spire seemed to
draw out the moment sadistically while behind me I continued to hear the frantic hissing of the whirling
cable. And something else, which I preferred not to think about.
Suddenly the noise stopped.
In my peripheral vision I saw the cable retreating back into the wall, like a snake's tongue laden with
scent.
Before me, the door began to open.
Celestine's choice had been correct. I examined my state of mind and decided that I ought to be feeling
relief. And perhaps, distantly, I did. At least now we would have a clear route back out of the Spire. But
we would not be going forward, and I knew not all of us would be leaving.
I turned around, steeling myself against what I was about to see.
Childe and Trintignant were undamaged.
Celestine was already attending to her injury, fixing a tourniquet from her medical kit above the point
where her arm ended. She had lost very little blood, and did not appear to be in very much discomfort.
'Are you all right?' I said.
‘I’ll make it out, Richard.' She grimaced, tugging the tourniquet tighter. 'Which is more than can be
said for Hirz.'
'Where is she?'
'It got her.'
With her good hand, Celestine pointed to the place where the whirl had been only moments before. On
the floor - just below the volume of air where the cable had hovered and thrashed -lay a small, neat pile of
flailed human tissue.
'There's no sign of Celestine's hand,' I said. 'Or Hirz's suit.'
'It pulled her apart,' Childe said, his face drained of blood.
'Where is she?'
'It was very fast. There was just a ... blur. It pulled her apart and then the parts disappeared into the
walls. I don't think she could have felt much.'
'I hope to God she didn't.'

Doctor Trintignant stooped down and examined the pieces.

EIGHT
Outside, in the long, steely-shadowed light of what was either dusk or dawn, we found the pieces of
Hirz for which the Spire had had no use.
They were half-buried in dust, like the bluffs and arches of some ancient landscape rendered in
miniature. My mind played gruesome tricks with the shapes, turning them from brutally detached pieces
of human anatomy into abstract sculptures: jointed formations that caught the light in a certain way and
cast their own pleasing shadows. Though some pieces of fabric remained, the Spire had retained all the
metallic parts of her suit for itself. Even her skull had been cracked open and sucked dry, so that the Spire
could winnow the few small precious pieces of metal she carried in her head.
And what it could not use, it had thrown away.
'We can't just leave her here,' I said. 'We've got to do something, bury her ... at least put up some kind
of marker.’
'She's already got one,' Childe said.
'What?'

'The Spire. And the sooner we get back to the shuttle, the sooner we can fix Celestine and get back to
it.'
'A moment, please,' Trintignant said, fingering through another pile of human remains.
'Those aren't anything to do with Hirz,' Childe said.
Trintignant rose to his feet, slipping something into his suit's utility belt pocket in the process.
Whatever it had been was small; no larger than a marble or small stone.
'I'm going home,' Celestine said, when we were back in the safely of the shuttle. 'And before you try
and talk me out of it, that's final.'
We were alone in her quarters. Childe had just given up trying to convince her to stay, but he had sent
me in to see if I could be more persuasive. My heart, however, was not in it. I had seen what the Spire
could do, and I was damned if I was going to be responsible for any blood other than my own.
'At least let Trintignant take care of your hand,' I said.
'I don't need steel now,' she said, stroking the glistening blue surgical sleeve which terminated her arm.
'I can manage without a hand until we're back in Chasm City. They can grow me a new one while I'm
sleeping.'
The Doctor's musical voice interrupted us, Trintignant's impassive silver mask poking through into
Celestine's bubble-tent partition. 'If I may be so bold ... it may be that my services are the best you can
now reasonably hope to attain.'
Celestine looked at Childe, and then at the Doctor, and then at the glistening surgical sleeve.
'What are you talking about?'
'Nothing. Only some news from home which Childe has allowed me to see.' Uninvited, Trintignant
stepped fully into the room and sealed the partition behind him.
'What, Doctor?'
'Rather disturbing news, as it happens. Not long after our departure, something upsetting happened to
Chasm City. A blight which afflicted everything contingent upon any microscopic, self-replicating
system. Nanotechnology, in other words. I gather the fatalities were numbered in the millions . . .'
'You don't have to sound so bloody cheerful about it.'

Trintignant navigated to the side of the couch where Celestine was resting. 'I merely stress the point
that what we consider state of the art medicine may be somewhat beyond the city's present capabilities.
Of course, much may change before our return . . .'
'Then I'll just have to take that risk, won't I?' Celestine said.
'On your own head be it.' Trintignant paused and placed something small and hard on Celestine's table.
Then he turned as if to leave, but stopped and spoke again. 'I am accustomed to it, you know.'
'Used to what?' I said.
'Fear and revulsion. Because of what I have become, and what I have done. But I am not an evil man.
Perverse, yes. Given to peculiar desires, most certainly. But emphatically not a monster.'
'What about your victims, Doctor?'
'I have always maintained that they gave consent for the procedures I inflicted—' he corrected himself
'—performed upon them.'
'That's not what the records say.'
'And who are we to argue with records?' The light played on his mask in such a fashion as to enhance
the half-smile that was always there. 'Who are we, indeed.'
When Trintignant was gone, I turned to Celestine and said, 'I'm going back into the Spire. You realise
that, don't you?'
'I'd guessed, but I still hope I can talk you out of it.' With her good hand, she fingered the small, hard
thing Trintignant had placed on the table. It looked like a misshapen dark stone -whatever the Doctor had
found amongst the dead - and for a moment I wondered why he had left it behind.
Then I said, 'I really don't think there's much point. It's between me and Childe now. He must have
known that there'd come a point when I wouldn't be able to turn away.'
'No matter what the costs?' Celestine asked.
'Nothing's without a little risk.'
She shook her head, slowly and wonderingly. 'He really got to you, didn't he.'
'No,' I said, feeling a perverse need to defend my old friend, even when I knew that what Celestine said
was perfectly true. 'It wasn't Childe, in the end. It was the Spire.'
'Please, Richard. Think carefully, won't you?'
I said I would. But we both knew it was a lie.

NINE
Childe and I went back.
I gazed up at it, towering over us like some brutal cenotaph. I saw it with astonishing, diamond-hard
clarity. It was as if a smoky veil had been lifted from my vision, permitting thousands of new details and
nuances of hue and shade to blast through. Only the tiniest, faintest hint of pixelation - seen whenever I
changed my angle of view too sharply - betrayed the fact that this was not quite normal vision, but a
cybernetic augmentation.
Our eyes had been removed, the sockets scrubbed and packed with far more efficient sensory devices,
wired back into our visual cortices. Our eyeballs waited back at the shuttle, floating in jars like grotesque
delicacies. They could be popped back in when we had conquered the Spire.
'Why not goggles?' I said when Trintignant had first explained his plans.
'Too bulky, and too liable to be snatched away. The Spire has a definite taste for metal. From now on,
anything vital had better be carried as part of us - not just worn, but internalised.' The Doctor steepled his
silver fingers. 'If that repulses you, I suggest you concede defeat now.'

'I'll decide what repulses me,' I said.
'What else?' Childe said. 'Without Celestine we'll need to crack those problems ourselves.'
'I will increase the density of medichines in your brains,’ Trintignant said. 'They will weave a web of
fullerene tubes, artificial neuronal connections supplanting your existing synaptic topology.'
'What good will that do?'
'The fullerene tubes will conduct nerve signals hundreds of times more rapidly than your existing
synaptic pathways. Your neural computation rate will increase. Your subjective sense of elapsed time will
slow.'
I stared at the Doctor, horrified and fascinated at the same time. 'You can do that?'
'It's actually rather trivial. The Conjoiners have being doing it since the Transenlightenment, and their
methods are well documented. With them I can make time slow to a subjective crawl. The Spire may give
you only twenty minutes to solve a room, but I can make it feel like several hours; even one or two days.'
I turned to Childe. 'You think that'll be enough?'
'I think it'll be a lot better than nothing, but we'll see.'
But it was better than that.
Trintignant's machines did more than just supplant our existing and clumsily slow neural pathways.
They reshaped them, configuring the topology to enhance mathematical prowess, which took us onto a
plateau beyond what the neural modifiers had been capable of doing. We lacked Celestine's intuitive
brilliance, but we had the advantage of being able to spend longer - subjectively, at least - on a given
problem.
And, for a while at least, it worked.

TEN
'You're turning into a monster,' she said.
I answered, 'I'm turning into whatever it takes to beat the Spire.'
I stalked away from the shuttle, moving on slender, articulated legs like piston-driven stilts. I no longer
needed armour now: Trintignant had grafted it to my skin. Tough black plaques slid over each other like
the carapacial segments of a lobster.
'You even sound like Trintignant now,' Celestine said, following me. I watched her asymmetric shadow
loom next to mine: she lopsided; me a thin, elongated wraith.
'I can't help that,' I said, my voice piping from the speech synthesiser that replaced my sealed-up
mouth.
'You can stop. It isn't too late.'
'Not until Childe stops.'
'And then? Will even that be enough to make you give up, Richard?'
I turned to face her. Behind her faceplate I watched her try to conceal the revulsion she obviously felt.
'He won't give up,' I said.
Celestine held out her hand. At first I thought she was beckoning me, but then I saw there was
something in her palm. Small, dark and hard.
'Trintignant found this outside, by the Spire. It's what he left in my room. I think he was trying to tell us
something. Trying to redeem himself. Do you recognise it, Richard?'
I zoomed in on the object. Numbers flickered around it. Enhancement phased in. Surface irregularity.
Topological contours. Albedo. Likely composition. I drank in the data like a drunkard.
Data was what I lived for now.

'No.'

ELEVEN
'I can hear something.'
'Of course you can. It's the Spire, the same as it's always been.'
'No.' I was silent for several moments, wondering whether my augmented auditory system was sending
false signals into my brain.
But there it was again: an occasional rumble of distant machinery, but one that was coming closer.
'I hear it now,' Childe said. 'It's coming from behind us. Along the way we've come.'
'It sounds like the doors opening and closing in sequence.'
'Yes.'
'Why would they do that?'
'Something must be coming through the rooms towards us.'
Childe thought about that for what felt like minutes, but was probably only a matter of actual seconds.
Then he shook his head, dismissively. 'We have eleven minutes to get through this door, or we'll be
punished. We don't have time to worry about anything extraneous.'
Reluctantly, I agreed.

I forced my attention back to the puzzle, feeling the machinery in my head pluck at the mathematical
barbs of the problem. The ferocious clockwork that Trintignant had installed in my skull spun giddily. I
had never understood mathematics with any great agility, but now I sensed it as a hard grid of truth
underlying everything: bones shining through the thin flesh of the world.
It was almost the only thing I was now capable of thinking of at all. Everything else felt painfully
abstract, whereas before the opposite had been the case. This, I knew, must be what it felt like to an idiot
savant, gifted with astonishing skill in one highly specialised field of human expertise.
I had become a tool shaped so efficiently for one purpose that it could serve no other.
I had become a machine for solving the Spire.
Now that we were alone - and no longer reliant on Celestine - Childe had revealed himself as a more
than adequately capable problem-solver. Several times I had found myself staring at a problem, with even
my new mathematical skills momentarily unable to crack the solution, when Childe had seen the answer.
Generally he was able to articulate the reasoning behind his choice, but sometimes there was nothing for
it but for me to either accept his judgement or wait for my own sluggard thought processes to arrive at the
same conclusion.
And I began to wonder.
Childe was brilliant now, but I sensed there was more to it than the extra layers of cognitive machinery
Trintignant had installed. He was so confident now that I began to wonder if he had merely been holding
back before, preferring to let the rest of us make the decisions. If that was the case, he was in some way
responsible for the deaths that had already happened.
But, I reminded myself, we had all volunteered.
With three minutes to spare, the door eased open, revealing the room beyond. At the same moment the
door we had come through opened as well, as it always did at this point We could leave now, if we
wished. At this time, as had been the case with every room we had passed through, Childe and I made a
decision on whether to proceed further or not. There was always the danger that the next room would be
the one that killed us -and every second that we spent before stepping through the doorway meant one
second less available for cracking the next problem.
'Well?' I said.

His answer came back, clipped and automatic. 'Onwards.'
'We only had three minutes to spare on this one, Childe. They're getting harder now. A hell of a lot
harder.'
'I'm fully aware of that.'
'Then maybe we should retreat. Gather our strength and return. We'll lose nothing by doing so.'
'You can't be sure of that. You don't know that the Spire will keep letting us make these attempts.
Perhaps it's already tiring of us.'
'I still—'

But I stopped, my new, wasp-waisted body flexing easily at the approach of a footfall.
My visual system scanned the approaching object, resolving it into a figure, stepping over the threshold
from the previous room. It was a human figure, but one that had, admittedly, undergone some alterations although none that were as drastic as those that Trintignant had wrought on me. I studied the slow, painful
way she made her progress. Our own movements seemed slow, but were lightning-fast by comparison.
I groped for a memory; a name; a face.
My mind, clotted with routines designed to smash mathematics, could not at first retrieve such
mundane data.
Finally, however, it obliged.
'Celestine,' I said.
I did not actually speak. Instead, laser light stuttered from the mass of sensors and scanners jammed
into my eyesockets. Our minds now ran too rapidly to communicate verbally, but, though she moved
slowly herself, she deigned to reply.
'Yes. It's me. Are you really Richard?'
'Why do you ask?'
'Because I can hardly tell the difference between you and Childe.'
I looked at Childe, paying proper attention to his shape for what seemed the first time.
At last, after so many frustrations, Trintignant had been given free rein to do with us as he wished. He
had pumped our heads full of more processing machinery, until our skulls had to be reshaped to
accommodate it, becoming sleekly elongated. He cracked our ribcages open and carefully removed our
lungs and hearts, putting these organs into storage. The space vacated by one lung was replaced by a
closed-cycle blood oxygenating system of the kind carried in spacesuit backpacks, so that we could
endure vacuum and had no need to breathe ambient air. The other lung's volume was filled by a device
which circulated refrigerated fluid along a loop of tube, draining the excess heat generated by the stew of
neural machines filling our heads. Nutrient systems crammed the remaining thoracic spaces; our hearts
were tiny fusion-powered pumps. All other organs -stomach, intestines, genitalia - were removed, along
with many bones and muscles. Our remaining limbs were detached and put into storage, replaced by
skeletal prosthetics of immense strength, but which could fold and deform to enable us to squeeze through
the tightest door. Our bodies were encased in exoskeletal frames to which these limbs were anchored.
Finally, Trintignant gave us whiplike counterbalancing tails, and then caused our skins to envelop our
metal parts, hardening here and there in lustrous grey patches of organic armour, woven from the same
diamond mesh that had been used to reinforce Hirz's suit.
When he was done, we looked like diamond-hided greyhounds.
Diamond dogs.
I bowed my head. 'I am Richard.'
'Then for God's sake please come back.'
'Why have you followed us?'

'To ask you. One final time.'
'You changed yourself just to come after me?'
Slowly, with the stone grace of a statue, she extended a beckoning hand. Her limbs, like ours, were
mechanical, but her basic form was far less canine.
'Please.'

'You know I can't go back now. Not when I've come so far.'
Her answer was an eternity arriving. 'You don't understand, Richard. This is not what it seems.'
Childe turned his sleek, snouted face to mine.
'Ignore her,' he said.
'No,' Celestine said, who must have also been attuned to Childe's laser signals. 'Don't listen to him,
Richard. He's tricked and lied to you all along. To all of us. Even to Trintignant. That's why I came back.'
'She's lying,' Childe said.
'No. I'm not. Haven't you got it yet, Richard? Childe's been here before. This isn't his first visit to the
Spire.'
I convulsed my canine body in a shrug. 'Nor mine.'
'I don't mean since we arrived on Golgotha. I mean before that. Childe's been to this planet already.'
'She's lying,' Childe repeated.
'Then how did you know what to expect, in so much detail?'
'I didn't. I was just prudent.' He turned to me, so that only I could read the stammer of his lasers. 'We
are wasting valuable time here, Richard.'
'Prudent?' Celestine said. 'Oh yes; you were damned prudent. Bringing along those other suits, so that
when the first ones became too bulky we could still go on. And Trintignant - how did you know he'd
come in so handy?'
'I saw the bodies lying around the base of the Spire,' Childe answered. 'They'd been butchered by it.'
'And?'
'I decided it would be good to have someone along who had the medical aptitude to put right such
injuries.'
'Yes.' Celestine nodded. 'I don't disagree with that. But that's no more than part of the truth, is it?'
I looked at Childe and Celestine in turn. 'Then what is the whole truth?'
'Those bodies aren't anything to do with Captain Argyle.'
'They're not?' I said.
'No.' Celestine's words arrived agonisingly slowly, and I began to wish that Trintignant had turned her
into a diamond-skinned dog as well. 'No. Because Argyle never existed. He was a necessary fiction - a
reason for Childe knowing at least something about what the Spire entailed. But the truth . . . well, why
don't you tell us, Childe?'
'I don't know what you want me to say.'
Celestine smiled. 'Only that the bodies are yours.'
His tail flexed impatiently, brushing the floor. 'I won't listen to this.'
'Then don't. But Trintignant will tell you the same thing. He guessed first, not me.'
She threw something towards me.
I willed time to move more slowly. What she had thrown curved lazily through the air, following a
parabola. My mind processed its course and extrapolated its trajectory with deadening precision.

I moved and opened my foreclaw to catch the falling thing.
'I don't recognise it,' I said.
'Trintignant must have thought you would.'
I looked down at the thing, trying to see it anew. I remembered the Doctor fishing amongst the bones
around the Spire's base; placing something in one of his pockets. This hard, black, irregular, dully pointed
thing.
What was it?
I half remembered.
'There has to be more than this,' I said.
'Of course there is,' Celestine said. 'The human remains - with the exception of what's been added since
we arrived - are all from the same genetic individual. I know. Trintignant told me.'
'That isn't possible.'
'Oh, it is. With cloning, it's almost child's play.'
'This is nonsense,' Childe said.
I turned to him now, feeling the faint ghost of an emotion Trintignant had not completely excised. 'Is it
really?'
'Why would I clone myself?'
‘I’ll answer for him,' Celestine said. 'He found this thing, but long, long before he said he did. And he
visited it, and set about exploring it, using clones of himself.'
I looked at Childe, expecting him to at least proffer some shred of explanation. Instead, padding on all
fours, he crossed into the next room.
The door behind Celestine slammed shut like a steel eyelid.
Childe spoke to us from the next room. 'My estimate is that we have nine or ten minutes in which to
solve the next problem. I am studying it now and it strikes me as ... challenging, to say the least. Shall we
adjourn any further discussion of trivialities until we're through?'
'Childe,' I said. 'You shouldn't have done that. Celestine wasn't consulted . . .'
'I assumed she was on the team.'
Celestine stepped into the new room. 'I wasn't. At least, I didn't think I was. But it looks like I am now.'
'That's the spirit,' Childe said. And I realised then where I had seen the small, dark thing that
Trintignant had retrieved from the surface of Golgotha.
I might have been mistaken.
But it looked a lot like a devil's horn.

TWELVE
The problem was as elegant, Byzantine, multi-layered and potentially treacherous as any we had
encountered.
Simply looking at it sent my mind careering down avenues of mathematical possibility, glimpsing deep
connections between what I had always assumed were theoretically distant realms of logical space. I
could have stared at it for hours, in a state of ecstatic transfixion. Unfortunately, we had to solve it, not
admire it. And we now had less than nine minutes.
We crowded around the door and for two or three minutes -what felt like two or three hours - nothing
was said.
I broke the silence, when I sensed that I needed to think about something else for a moment.

'Was Celestine right? Did you clone yourself?'
'Of course he did,' she said. 'He was exploring hazardous territory, so he'd have been certain to bring
the kind of equipment necessary to regenerate organs.'
Childe turned away from the problem. 'That isn't the same as cloning equipment.'
'Only because of artificially imposed safeguards,' Celestine answered. 'Strip those away and you can
clone to your heart's content. Why regenerate a single hand or arm when you can culture a whole body?'
'What good would that do me? All I'd have done was make a mindless copy of myself.'
I said, 'Not necessarily. With memory trawls and medichines, you could go some way towards
imprinting your personality and memory on any clone you chose.'
'He's right,' Celestine said. 'It's easy enough to rescript memories. Richard should know.'
Childe looked back at the problem, which was still as fiercely intractable as when we had entered.
'Six minutes left,' he said.
'Don't change the fucking subject,' Celestine said. 'I want Richard to know exactly what happened here.'
'Why?' Childe said. 'Do you honestly care what happens to him? I saw that look of revulsion when you
saw what we'd done to ourselves.'
'Maybe you do revolt me,' she said, nodding. 'But I also care about someone being manipulated.'
'I haven't manipulated anyone.'
'Then tell him the truth about the clones. And the Spire, for that matter.'
Childe returned his attention to the door, evidently torn between solving the problem and silencing
Celestine. Less than six minutes now remained, and though I had distracted myself, I had not come closer
to grasping the solution, or even seeing a hint of how to begin.
I snapped my attention back to Childe. 'What happened with the clones? Did you send them in, one by
one, hoping to find a way into the Spire for you?'
'No.' He almost laughed at my failure to grasp the truth. 'I didn't send them in ahead of me, Richard.
Not at all. I sent them in after me.'
'Sorry, but I don't understand.'
'I went in first, and the Spire killed me. But before I did that, I trawled myself and installed those
memories in a recently grown clone. The clone wasn't a perfect copy of me, by any means - it had some
memories, and some of my grosser personality traits, but it was under no illusions that it was anything but
a recently made construct.' Childe looked back towards the problem. 'Look, this is all very interesting, but
I really think—'
'The problem can wait,' Celestine said. 'I think I see a solution, in any case.'
Childe's slender body stiffened in anticipation. 'You do?'
'Just a hint of one, Childe. Keep your hackles down.'
'We don't have much time, Celestine. I'd very much like to hear your solution.'
She looked at the pattern, smiling faintly. 'I'm sure you would. I'd also like to hear what happened to
the clone.'
I sensed him seethe with anger, then bring it under control. 'It - the new me - went back into the Spire
and attempted to make further progress than its predecessor. Which it did, advancing several rooms
beyond the point where the old me died.'
'What made it go in?' Celestine said. 'It must have known it would die in there as well.'
'It thought it had a significantly better chance of survival than the last one. It studied what had
happened to the first victim and took precautions - better armour; drugs to enhance mathematical skills;
some crude stabs at the medichine therapies we have been using.'

'And?' I said. 'What happened after that one died?'
'It didn't die on its first attempt. Like us, it retreated once it sensed it had gone as far as it reasonably
could. Each time, it trawled itself - making a copy of its memories. These were inherited by the next
clone.'
'I still don't get it,' I said. 'Why would the clone care what happened to the one after it?'
'Because ... it never expected to die. None of them did. Call that a character trait, if you will.'
'Overweening arrogance?' Celestine offered.
'I'd prefer to think of it as a profound lack of self-doubt. Each clone imagined itself better than its
predecessor; incapable of making the same errors. But they still wanted to be trawled, so that - in the
unlikely event that they were killed - something would go on. So that, even if that particular clone did not
solve the Spire, it would still be something with my genetic heritage that did. Part of the same lineage.
Family, if you will.' His tail flicked impatiently. 'Four minutes. Celestine ... are you ready now?'
'Almost, but not quite. How many clones were there, Childe? Before you, I mean?'
'That's a pretty personal question.'
She shrugged. 'Fine. I'll just withhold my solution.'
'Seventeen,' Childe said. 'Plus my original; the first one to go in.'
I absorbed this number; stunned at what it implied. 'Then you're . . . the nineteenth to try and solve the
Spire?'
I think he would have smiled at that point, had it been anatomically possible. 'Like I said, I try and keep
it in the family.'
'You've become a monster,' Celestine said, almost beneath her breath.
It was hard not to see it that way as well. He had inherited the memories from eighteen predecessors, all
of whom had died within the Spire's pain-wracked chambers. It hardly mattered that he had probably
never inherited the precise moment of death; the lineage was no less monstrous for that small mercy. And
who was to say that some of his ancestor clones had not crawled out of the Spire, horribly mutilated,
dying, but still sufficiently alive to succumb to one last trawl?
They said a trawl was all the sharper if it was performed at the moment of death, when damage to the
scanned mind mattered less.
'Celestine's right,' I said. 'You've become something worse than the thing you set out to beat.'
Childe appraised me, those dense clusters of optics sweeping over me like gun barrels. 'Have you
looked in a mirror lately, Richard? You're not exactly the way nature intended, you know.'
'This is just cosmetic,' I said. 'I still have my memories. I haven't allowed myself to become a—' I
faltered, my brain struggling with vocabulary now that so much of it had been reassigned to the task of
cracking the Spire; 'a perversion,' I finished.
'Fine.' Childe lowered his head; a posture of sadness and resignation. 'Then go back, if that's what you
want. Let me stay to finish the challenge.'
'Yes,' I said. 'I think I will. Celestine? Get us through this door and I'll come back with you. We'll leave
Childe to his bloody Spire.'
Celestine's sigh was one of heartfelt relief. 'Thank God, Richard. I didn't think I'd be able to convince
you quite that easily.'
I nodded towards the door, suggesting that she sketch out what she thought was the likely solution. It
still looked devilishly hard to me, but now that I refocused my mind on it, I thought I began to see the
faintest hint of an approach, if not a full-blooded solution.
But Childe was speaking again. 'Oh, you shouldn't sound so surprised,' he said. 'I always knew he'd turn
back as soon as the going got tough. That's always been his way. I shouldn't have deceived myself that

he'd have changed.'
I bristled. 'That isn't true.'
'Then why turn back when we've come so far?'
'Because it isn't worth it.'
'Or is it simply that the problem's become too difficult; the challenge too great?'
'Ignore him,' Celestine said. 'He's just trying to goad you into following him. That's what this has
always been about, hasn't it, Childe? You think you can solve the Spire, where eighteen previous versions
of you have failed. Where eighteen previous versions of you were butchered and flayed by the thing.' She
looked around, almost as if she expected the Spire to punish her for speaking so profanely. 'And perhaps
you're right, too. Perhaps you really have come closer than any of the others.'
Childe said nothing, perhaps unwilling to contradict her.
'But simply beating the Spire wouldn't be good enough,' Celestine said. 'For you'd have no witnesses.
No one to see how clever you'd been.'
'That isn't it at all.'
'Then why did we all have to come here? You found Trintignant useful, I'll grant you that. And I helped
you as well. But you could have done without us, ultimately. It would have been bloodier, and you might
have needed to run off a few more clones . . . but I don't doubt that you could have done it.'
'The solution, Celestine.'
By my estimate we had not much more than two minutes left in which to make our selection. And yet I
sensed that it was time enough. Magically, the problem had opened up before me where a moment ago it
had been insoluble; like one of those optical illusions which suddenly flip from one state to another. The
moment was as close to a religious experience as I cared to come.
'It's all right,' I said. 'I see it now. Have you got it?'
'Not quite. Give me a moment . . .' Childe stared at it, and I watched as the lasers from his eyes washed
over the labyrinthine engravings. The red glare skittered over the wrong solution and lingered there. It
flickered away and alighted on the correct answer, but only momentarily.
Childe flicked his tail. 'I think I've got it.'
'Good,' Celestine replied. 'I agree with you. Richard? Are you ready to make this unanimous?'
I thought I had misheard her, but I had not. She was saying that Guide's answer was the right one; that
the one I had been sure of was the wrong one . . .
'I thought . . .' I began. Then, desperately, stared at the problem again. Had I missed something? Childe
had looked to have his doubts, but Celestine was so certain of herself. And yet what I had glimpsed had
appeared beyond question. 'I don't know,' I said weakly. 'I don't know.'
'We haven't time to debate it. We've got less than a minute.'
The feeling in my belly was one of ice. Somehow, despite the layers of humanity that had been stripped
from me, I could still taste terror. It was reaching me anyway; refusing to be daunted.
I felt so certain of my choice. And yet I was outnumbered.
'Richard?' Childe said again, more insistent this time.
I looked at the two of them, helplessly. 'Press it,' I said.
Childe placed his forepaw over the solution that he and Celestine had agreed on, and pressed.
I think I knew, even before the Spire responded, that the choice had not been the correct one. And yet
when I looked at Celestine I saw nothing resembling shock or surprise in her expression. Instead, she
looked completely calm and resigned.
And then the punishment commenced.
It was brutal, and once it would have killed us. Even with the augmentations Trintignant had given us,

the damage inflicted was considerable as a scythe-tipped, triple-jointed pendulum descended from the
ceiling and began swinging in viciously widening arcs. Our minds might have been able to compute the
future position of a simpler pendulum, steering our bodies out of its harmful path. But the trajectory of a
jointed pendulum was ferociously difficult to predict: a nightmarish demonstration of the mathematics of
chaos.
But we survived, as we had survived the previous attacks. Even Celestine made it through, the flashing
arc snipping off only one of her arms. I lost an arm and leg on one side, and watched - half in horror, half
in fascination - as the room claimed these parts for itself; tendrils whipped out from the wall to salvage
those useful conglomerations of metal and plastic. There was pain, of a sort, for Trintignant had wired
those limbs into our nervous systems, so that we could feel heat and cold. But the pain abated quickly,
replaced by digital numbness.
Childe got the worst of it, though.
The blade had sliced him through the middle, just below what had once been his ribcage, spilling steel
and plastic guts, bone, viscera, blood and noxious lubricants onto the floor. The tendrils squirmed out and
captured the twitching prize of his detached rear end, flicking tail and all.
With the hand that she still had, Celestine pressed the correct symbol. The punishment ceased and the
door opened.
In the comparative calm that followed, Childe looked down at his severed trunk.
'I seem to be quite badly damaged', he said.
But already various valves and gaskets were stemming the fluid loss; clicking shut with neat precision.
Trintignant, I saw, had done very well. He had equipped Childe to survive the most extreme injuries.
'You'll live,' Celestine said, with what struck me as less than total sympathy.
'What happened?' I asked. 'Why didn't you press that one first?'
She looked at me. 'Because I knew what had to be done.'
Despite her injuries she helped us on the retreat.
I was able to stumble from room to room, balancing myself against the wall and hopping on my good
leg. I had lost no great quantity of blood, for while I had suffered one or two gashes from close
approaches of the pendulum, my limbs had been detached below the points where they were anchored to
flesh and bone. But I still felt the shivering onset of shock, and all I wanted to do was make it out of the
Spire, back to the sanctuary of the shuttle. There, I knew, Trintignant could make me whole again.
Human again, for that matter. He had always promised it would be possible, and while there was much
about him that I did not like, I did not think he would lie about that. It would be a matter of professional
pride that his work was technically reversible.
Celestine carried Childe, tucked under her arm. What remained of him was very light, she said, and he
was able to cling to her with his undamaged forepaws. I felt a spasm of horror every time I saw how little
of him there was, while shuddering to think how much more intense that spasm would have been were I
not already numbed by the medichines.
We had made it back through perhaps one third of the rooms when he slithered from her grip, thudding
to the floor.
'What are you doing?' Celestine asked.
'What do you think?' He supported himself by his forelimbs, his severed trunk resting against the
ground. The wound had begun to close, I saw, his diamond skin puckering tight to seal the damage.
Before very long he would look as if he had been made this way.
Celestine took her time before answering, 'Quite honestly, I don't know what to think.'
'I'm going back. I'm carrying on.'
Still propping myself against a wall, I said, 'You can't. You need treatment. For God's sake; you've been

cut in half.'
'It doesn't matter,' Childe said. 'All I've done is lose a part of me I would have been forced to discard
before very long. Eventually the doors would have been a tight squeeze even for something shaped like a
dog.'
'It'll kill you,' I said.
'Or I'll beat it. It's still possible, you know.' He turned around, his rear part scraping against the floor,
and then looked back over his shoulder. 'I'm going to retrace my steps back to the room where this
happened. I don't think the Spire will obstruct your retreat until I step - or crawl, as it may be - into the
last room we opened. But if I were you, I wouldn't take too long on the way back.' Then he looked at me,
and again switched on the private frequency. 'It's not too late, Richard. You can still come back with me.'
'No,' I said. 'You're wrong. It's much too late.'
Celestine reached out to help me make my awkward way to the next door. 'Leave him, Richard. Leave
him to the Spire. It's what he's always wanted, and he's had his witnesses now.'
Childe eased himself onto the lip of the door leading into the room we had just come through.
'Well?' he said.

'She's right. Whatever happens now, it's between you and the Spire. I suppose I should wish you the
best of luck, except it would sound irredeemably trite.'
He shrugged; one of the few human gestures now available to him. 'I'll take whatever I can get. And I
assure you that we will meet again, whether you like it or not.'
'I hope so,' I said, while knowing it would never be the case. 'In the meantime, I'll give your regards to
Chasm City.'
'Do that, please. Just don't be too specific about where I went.'
'I promise you that. Roland?'
'Yes?'
'I think I should say goodbye now.'
Childe turned around and slithered into the darkness, propelling himself with quick, piston-like
movements of his forearms.
Then Celestine took my arm and helped me towards the exit.

THIRTEEN
'You were right,' I told her as we made our way back to the shuttle. 'I think I would have followed him.'
Celestine smiled. 'But I'm glad you didn't.'
'Do you mind if I ask something?'
'As long as it isn't to do with mathematics.'
'Why did you care what happened to me, and not Childe?'
'I did care about Childe,' she said firmly. 'But I didn't think any of us were going to be able to persuade
him to turn back.'
'And that was the only reason?'
'No. I also thought you deserved something better than to be killed by the Spire.'
'You risked your life to get me out,' I said. 'I'm not ungrateful.'
'Not ungrateful? Is that your idea of an expression of gratitude?' But she was smiling, and I felt a faint
impulse to smile as well. 'Well, at least that sounds like the old Richard.'
'There's hope for me yet, then. Trintignant can put me back the way I should be, after he's done with

you.'
But when we got back to the shuttle there was no sign of Doctor Trintignant. We searched for him, but
found nothing; not even a set of tracks leading away. None of the remaining suits were missing, and when
we contacted the orbiting ship they had no knowledge of the Doctor's whereabouts.
Then we found him.
He had placed himself on his operating couch, beneath the loom of swift, beautiful surgical machinery. And
the machines had dismantled him, separating him into his constituent components, placing some pieces of him
in neatly labelled fluid-filled flasks and others in vials. Chunks of eviscerated bio-machinery floated like
stinger-laden jellyfish. Implants and mechanisms glittered like small, precisely jewelled ornaments.
There was surprisingly little in the way of organic matter.
'He killed himself,' Celestine said. Then she found his hat -the Homburg - which he had placed at the head
of the operating couch. Inside, tightly folded and marked in precise handwriting, was what amounted to
Trintignant's suicide note.

My dear friends, he had written.
After giving the matter no little consideration, I have decided to dispose of myself. I find the prospect of my
own dismantling a more palatable one than continuing to endure revulsion for a crime I do not believe I
committed. Please do not attempt to put me back together; the endeavour would, I assure you, be quite futile. I
trust however that the manner of my demise - and the annotated state to which I have reduced myself- will
provide some small amusement to future scholars of cybernetics.
I must confess that there is another reason why I have chosen to bring about this somewhat terminal state of
affairs. Why, after all, did I not end myself on Yellowstone?
The answer, I am afraid, lies as much in vanity as anything eke.
Thanks to the Spire - and to the good offices of Mister Childe - I have been given the opportunity to continue
the work that was so abruptly terminated by the unpleasantness in Chasm City. And thanks to yourselves - who
were so keen to learn the Spire's secrets - I have been gifted with subjects willing to submit to some of my less
orthodox procedures.
You in particular, Mister Swift, have been a Godsend. I consider the series of transformations I have
wrought upon you to be my finest achievement to date. You have become my magnum opus. I fully accept that
you saw the surgery merely as a means to an end, and that you would not otherwise have consented to my
ministrations, but that in no way lessens the magnificence of what you have become.
And therein, I am afraid, lies the problem.
Whether you conquer the Spire or retreat from it-assuming, of course, that it does not kill you - there will
surely come a time when you will desire to return to your prior form. And that would mean that I would be
compelled to undo my single greatest work.
Something I would rather die than do.
I offer my apologies, such as they are, while remaining Your obedient servant,
T

Childe never returned. After ten days we searched the area about the Spire's base, but there were no
remains that had not been there before. I supposed that there was nothing for it but to assume that he was
still inside; still working his way to whatever lay at the summit.
And I wondered.
What ultimate function did the Spire serve? Was it possible that it served none but its own selfpreservation? Perhaps it simply lured the curious into it, and forced them to adapt -becoming more like
machines themselves - until they reached the point when they were of use to it.
At which point it harvested them.

Was it possible that the Spire was no more purposeful than a flytrap?
I had no answers. And I did not want to remain on Golgotha pondering such things. I did not trust
myself not to return to the Spire. I still felt its feral pull.
So we left.

'Promise me,' Celestine said.
'What?'
'That whatever happens when we get home - whatever's become of the city - you won't go back to the
Spire.'
'I won't go back,' I said. 'And I promise you that. I can even have the memory of it suppressed, so it
doesn't haunt my dreams.'
'Why not,' she said. 'You've done it before, after all.'
But when we returned to Chasm City we found that Childe had not been lying. Things had changed, but
not for the better. The thing that they called the Melding Plague had plunged our city back into a
festering, technologically-decadent dark age. The wealth we had accrued on Childe's expedition meant
nothing now, and what small influence my family had possessed before the crisis had diminished even
further.
In better days, Trintignant's work could probably have been undone. It would not have been simple, but
there were those who relished such a challenge, and I would probably have had to fight off several
competing offers: rival cyberneticists vying for the prestige of tackling such a difficult project. Things
were different. Even the crudest kinds of surgery were now difficult or impossibly expensive. Only a
handful of specialists retained the means to even attempt such work, and they were free to charge
whatever they liked.
Even Celestine, who had been wealthier than me, could only afford to have me repaired, not rectified.
That - and the other matter - almost bankrupted us.
And yet she cared for me.
There were those who saw us and imagined that the creature with her - the thing that trotted by her like
a stiff, diamond-skinned, grotesque mechanical dog - was merely a strange choice of pet. Sometimes they
sensed something unusual in our relationship - the way she might whisper an aside to me, or the way I
might appear to be leading her - and they would look at me, intently, before I stared into their eyes with
the blinding red scrutiny of my vision.
Then they would always look away.
And for a long time - until the dreams became too much -that was how it was.
Yet now I pad into the night, Celestine unaware that I have left our apartment. Outside, dangerous
gangs infiltrate the shadowed, half-flooded streets. They call this part of Chasm City the Mulch and it is
the only place where we can afford to live now. Certainly we could have afforded something better something much better - if I had not been forced to put aside money in readiness for this day. But
Celestine knows nothing of that.
The Mulch is not as bad as it used to be, but it would still have struck the earlier me as a vile place in
which to exist. Even now I am instinctively wary, my enhanced eyes dwelling on the various crudely
fashioned blades and crossbows that the gangs flaunt. Not all of the creatures who haunt the night are
technically human. There are things with gills that can barely breathe in open air. There are other things
that resemble pigs, and they are the worst of all.

But I do not fear them.
I slink between shadows, my thin, doglike form confusing them. I squeeze through the gaps in
collapsed buildings, effortlessly escaping the few who are foolish enough to chase me. Now and then I
even stop and confront them, standing with my back arched.
My red gaze stabs through them.
I continue on my way.

Presently I reach the appointed area. At first it looks deserted - there are no gangs here - but then a
figure emerges from the gloom, trudging through ankle-deep caramel-brown flood-water. The figure is
thin and dark, and with each step it makes there is a small, precise whine. It comes into view and I
observe that the woman - for it is a woman, I think - is wearing an exoskeleton. Her skin is the black of
interstellar space, and her small, exquisitely featured head is perched above a neck which has been
extended by several vertebrae. She wears copper rings around her neck, and her fingernails - which I see
clicking against the thighs of her exoskeleton - are as long as stilettos.
I think she is strange, but she sees me and flinches.
'Are you . . . ?' she starts to say.
'I am Richard Swift,' I answer.
She nods almost imperceptibly - it cannot be easy, bending that neck - and introduces herself. 'I am
Triumvir Verika Abebi, of the lighthugger Poseidon. I sincerely hope you are not wasting my time.'
'I can pay you, don't you worry.'
She looks at me with something between pity and awe. 'You haven't even told me what it is you want.'
'That's easy,' I say. 'I want you to take me somewhere.'

